GOYORK 2045, the 2021-2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan for York County

APPENDIX J – PUBLIC COMMENT #3 - FINAL PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
The final public comment period was open from April 25th to June 13th, 2021. Below are the list of strategies and public comments received during this period.

Zoom Open House Public Meetings

These meetings were hosted by YCPC staff from 8am to 8pm on May 11th & 20th.
• The open-house style meetings received comments from four attendees:
1. Spring Grove School District Superintendent, George Ioannidis, was concerned about bus fueling/recharging, and traffic problems by Paradise Elementary School
near the intersection of Lincoln Highway and Lake Rd.
Good morning, Will.
I just wanted to share my thanks for the conversation yesterday afternoon. I enjoyed interacting with you and your team.
I have copied our Business Manager, Mark Czapp, on this e-mail so he can connect with you in the future regarding the topics we discussed (Paradise Township
and our Elementary School and support for alternate fuels for our busses).
We will also be sharing via our social media channels the message about the Transportation Plan and the survey tool.
Best wishes,
George
2. A York County Children & Youth employee was concerned about mobility in rural areas.
3. Elsbeth Bupp brought up the N George Street project downtown, and had concerns with traffic calming on S Queen Street and the intersection of E Market Street
and Harrison Street.
4. Barry Einsig, an ITS professional based in DC but originally from Red Lion, stressed the importance of funding for technological advances, especially with traffic
signals.

Emails Received
•

•

This email was received from Sue Greenfield, a Hanover resident
o I moved to Hanover PA in 2017 from Maryland, just off route 94 close to the Maryland border. In the short time I have lived here there has been substantial
housing development with additional housing and townhouses being built as we speak. I have noticed a serious backup of traffic especially during rush hour
times going mostly south into Maryland. There are convoys of long haulers and freight trucks trying to maneuver Grandview and Baltimore Ave. In three to five
years traffic will be unbearable. I would recommend making use of the rail system for commuters, partnering with Maryland Commuter rail into Maryland and
Commuter rail into York and Harrisburg. I would recommend using rail for shipping containers and getting freight off the roads. A new route/highway needs to
be considered. Offer Local corporations shares and investments, or ownership as a parent company into the upgrade for transportation rail projects and
alternatives.. Create a local airport to allow for corporate businesses and local freight. As we move into 2045, drones will be the norm for delivery, requiring
air space regulations. Allow for private high-speed commuter rail.
These correspondences were sent between Janette Millar, Michelle Brummer, and Will Clark. Emails are listed in chronological order.
o I spoke to Will Clark sometime ago, last time threatening letters were sent.I believe sent him a letter with my numerous concerns. I have also notified PENNDOT
in writing as well as, and my township. Drainage issues, speeding issues, caused by most recent improvements on Canal road. I would also really like to know
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o

o

o

o

will I lose access to my property, or lose my property all together.
I would also like to be sure you were aware of the Northern Regional cruiser that was hit at Susquehanna Trail and Canal rd intersection just yesterday. For me
this is just another example of how that intersection was made more dangerous since the addition of traffic light. Improvements should make roads safer. They
have failed. In numerous ways. Can we not repeat these failures?
Thanks Janette Millar
Janette,
Thank you for sharing your questions about your property and your concern for public safety.
As the project manager for the Exit 26 Land Use Plan, I can say that the plan will not recommend any property acquisition.
By cc to Will Clark, Chief of Transportation Planning, York County Planning Commission, I’m sharing your email with him regarding the status of the interchange
proposal.
Michelle Brummer, AICP | Senior Planner
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Janette,
I have your information and remember talking to you previously. I have been corresponding with you through Facebook as well. I will include your previous
comments in the response section for the GOYORK 2045, Metropolitan Transportation Plan.
Please let me know if you have any questions or if you would like to talk to us on May 11th or May 20th, I have attached the flyer concerning the Open House
events. These events are designed to allow residents one on one access to our planning staff and ask questions without having to leave their home. You can
click on the link and talk with our staff ask questions and we can share our screen and show you where the information is included in the plan.
Thank you and have a good day.
William Clark, III, AICP
Chief, Transportation Planning
While I appreciate the thought that no property will be taken, but that only partly addresses my concerns, as I have been told repeatedly about right of way for
Canal rd. I have a garage that was grandfathered in, and nearly all my driveway is also in the right of way. So just using that may make access to my property or
parking impossible. Another issue is East Manchester townships proposal included sidewalks. I am disabled, many of my neighbors elderly. We have lived here
20-60 years with no need for them. They will not be for us but we will be expected to clear them. Many of us will have to hire someone or face fines. I find it
offensive, I must pay or do more work so someone else can profit. How is that equity? We have already suffered paying for water and sewer because someone
else wanted it. We have wells we had to shut off, because when these houses needed water, wells had to be dug at owners expence. Then we had to pay to
hook up, my father was arrested over this. And now we have to pay monthly for water that we had. So at what point does it end we pay and give up more and
more so someone else can profit?
Thanks for your time
Janette
Ms Millar,
The improvements that are associated with Canal Road that are currently being developed and discussed with Conewago and East Manchester Township are
being led by the group of developers on the East side of I-83, so since the project is not funded with public dollars, our knowledge is conceptual and involved
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•

with the details. I’m not up to date on the amount of right of way needed for the improvement. Your best location to obtain that information would be through
Conewago Township.
I would be happy to discuss the other issues, but there is no right or wrong answer….it’s a future vision, which is up to the community that lives there.
You can click on this link on May 11th anytime between 8am and 8pm to talk to us. We can share our screen and show you information.
https://www.ycpc.org/calendar.aspx?EID=618
or May 20th https://www.ycpc.org/calendar.aspx?EID=619
Sincerely,
William Clark, III, AICP
Chief, Transportation Planning
These correspondences are between Phillip Brath of Carroll Township, Will Clark, and Chris Caba. Emails are listed in chronological order.
o Good Afternoon,
Attached you will find a memo, map and selection process for local road candidates to consider for placement on the 2023 TIP. Please respond with any
questions, comments or additional roads the municipality would like YAMPO to consider.
Thank you for your time,
Chris Caba
Transportation Planner II
o Hi Chris – we’ll send you/Will a copy of a letter we are generating.
You, Will and I should discuss as Will is aware of a number of things we have been discussing.
We need to get the information into your system correctly and see what fits where and what you need from the Township to place it into the TIP.
Check your map – it is missing route 15 and I’m not sure the green lines indicate the area appropriately.
Phil
Phillip W. Brath, P.E.
Municipal Services
o Gents – please do us all a favor… I’d like to share this on Monday night at a Board Work Session. We are specifically discussing Route 15 and Route 74 at this
meeting.
They already think you don’t know they exist…
Can you please add Route 15 back in and send it back for the meeting?
I really don’t want to show them this one.
Phil
Phillip W. Brath, P.E.
Gibson-Thomas Engineering
o I have attached an up close view of Carroll Township. Please let me know how this one looks. The roads should be correct.
Chris Caba
Transportation Planner II
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Chris and Will,
We want to respond to this request the best we can. We may need some clarification on what can go on this list versus other lists. The Board has specific items
they would like addressed and be on a transportation improvement plan.
1. Carroll Township would like make sure the proposed bypass to Route 74 is included. This would be between and include Golf Course Road and
Glenwood Roads or anywhere in between them, and cross to Route 74 intersection at Route 194. (See Drawing) Golf Course is already included in the
LFA Roads. This may be a shift in actual road, but still is generally the same concept of this or an equal road.
2. Carroll Township would also like you consider where Route 74 interfaces with Route 15 and consider an overpass/interchange or rerouting it to a
single intersection as shown, where it enters Dillsburg Borough.
3. Carroll Township would like you to consider an interchange at Ore Bank and Spring Lane Road intersection with Route 15.
4. In considering the LFA Roads, Ore Bank and Spring Lane are roads that are in reasonable shape, but have width problems and traffic flow problems.
I think we have a lot to discuss and look forward to finding the correct spot for each of the elements of transportation planning where we can have an input.
We appreciate your efforts in our area and look forward to an increase in focus on the Route 15 Corridor.
Phillip Brath
Carroll Township Engineer
Phillip W. Brath, P.E.
Municipal Services
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Municipal Outreach

o YCPC staff reached out to Municipal Board of Supervisors, as well as Borough and City Council Meetings
Municipality
Type of Meeting
Meeting
Meeting
How Information was Presented
Date
Time
Carroll Township
Board of Supervisors
10-May
6:30 PM
Talked with Board via zoom
Dallastown Borough
Council Meeting
10-May
7:00 PM
Information sent and presented at the Council Meeting
Dover Township
Board of Supervisors
24-May
7:00 PM
Public comment period and survey announced by Manager
East Hopewell Township
Board of Supervisors
2-Jun
7:00 PM
No response from East Hopewell
Hanover Borough
Council Workshop19-May
7:00 PM
Information sent to the municipality to present to the Council
Finance
Heidelberg Township
Board of Supervisors
2-Jun
7:00 PM
No response from Heidelberg
Hellam Township
Board of Supervisors
3-Jun
6:30 PM
Information sent and announced by Manager of Township to the
Board
Manchester Township
Board of Supervisors
11-May
7:00 PM
Talked with Board via zoom
Penn Township
Board of Supervisors
17-May
7:00 PM
Switched to in-person only this month- sent information and
announced at meeting by Penn Township Manager
Red Lion Borough
Council Meeting
10-May
7:00 PM
Manager announced at their meeting
Shrewsbury Township
Board of Supervisors
2-Jun
7:00 PM
Spoke with the Shrewsbury Township Board via Zoom
Springettsbury Township
Board of Supervisors
13-May
7:00 PM
Sent information for the 13th, cannot present, but the manager will
announce on the 27th
West Manchester Township
Board of Supervisors
27-May
7:00 PM
West Manchester Manager announced our survey and MTP
information to the Board
West Manheim Township
Board of Supervisors
18-May
6:00 PM
Sent Information
West Manheim Township
Board of Supervisors
3-Jun
6:00 PM
No response from West Manheim, however survey and MTP public
comment information sent
York City
City Council
19-May
6:30 PM
Spoke with City Council via Zoom
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YCPC Facebook Page Posts
o

Facebook was used to promote the survey from the YCPC page. Between April 25th and June 13th, 20 posts were made. Seven were “boosted”
(paid advertisement) for a total of $320. Many of the posts were shared to local groups based in York, Hanover, and York County. We recorded
all comments that were received on the original posting, and any comments that came after a post was “shared.”
Posted 4/25/2021 at 2PM: Do you have thoughts about traveling in York County? Now is your chance to voice your opinion! The York
Area MPO is beginning the 45-day public comment period for GOYORK2045, the 2021-2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP).
Take a look at the draft plan at GOYORK2045.com, and start the 5 minute survey from there. The plan highlights specific actions, targets,
and transportation projects the MPO will be considering over the next 25-years. #GOYORK2045

2.
3.

Comments are as follows:
1.
Matthew McAneny: I think it's way past time to work on the US 15 corridor. I'm happy to see that the signalized intersection
with Ore Bank Road and Spring Lane Road is among the projects up for consideration, but that isn't enough. The intersection with Golf
Course Road and Range End Road must also be prioritized, as should the corridor's other three signalized intersections. PennDOT
constantly reiterates its desire to make US 15 a limited-access highway, yet little effort has been made toward that goal my entire life.
The Dillsburg area is growing, and things will only get worse as the West Shore suburbs encroach closer and closer. It's now or never.
York County Planning Commission: Matthew McAneny Great points! On page 88 of chapter 4., found at this
link. https://www.ycpc.org/.../Chapter-Four---Corridor-Areas-PDF The Route 15 policy is included for reference, the policy was adopted
in 2017. However, the policy does not make Route 15 a priority, it only states that as safety or congestion issues on Route 15 rise to the
top in York County, any proposed improvements to address the issue should advance the corridor to a limited
access condition at the same time or as much as the funding allows to be modified. This Policy is an
incremental change not an overnight change. GOYORK 2045 identifies the Route 15 growth as second highest
in the County when looking along a major corridor. However, we measure congestion based on the delay
experienced in seconds. Below is an image from the Report on Congestion, which ranked Route 15 and Spring
Ln in the top 10 of the County, but that is the only one ranked in the top. The full report can be accessed
here. https://www.ycpc.org/.../View/313/Report-on-Congestion-PDF If you are available, plan to join us on
May 11th and/or May 20th, we are going to be available by zoom from 8am to 8pm to talk about this issue
and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the
plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
Thomas Shellenberger: Do you think the Mt Rose project will be finished by 2045
Amie Harper LaBrozzi: I would love to see an I-83 bypass to 30...don’t know if that’s possible, but it would be such
a welcome addition.
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4.

York County Planning Commission: Amie Harper LaBrozzi - There was an evaluation of a limited
access connection between I-83 to US 30 around North Hills Road. The final decision was to not make that
connection due to the impact of the properties in the area. The improvements that are currently being
constructed are part of a connection that will make some of the connections between I-83 and US 30
better. You can see the full plans here. www.i83northyork.com . A clip of the website is below. If you are
available, plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are going to be available by zoom to talk about
this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the
plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
Vicki Gumpper: Amie Harper LaBrozzi ~ pretty funny considering that route 30 was originally
constructed as a “bypass” to York and now we need a bypass to the bypass. Also, how would that work
considering that 83 runs north and south and 30 runs east and west?
Amie Harper LaBrozzi: Vicki Gumpper uh...horrible traffic to get through
Vicki Gumpper: Amie Harper LaBrozzi ~ but I’m still confused. If you want to go from 83 on to 30, why are you getting off at Market instead of Arsenal Road?
Amie Harper LaBrozzi: Vicki Gumpper currently going Northbound you have to exit Market and snake your way to 30...or go all the way up to 30 and across
which is a traffic nightmare...many cities have an actual bypass where you would just continue on some type of exit ramp or roadway that would allow you to continue
on to 30 uninterrupted....but, as the planning commission has already responded that would be almost impossible due to the properties already established in the
area...they just asked what people would like to see...and a girl can dream...can’t she.
Janette Millär: I just want to know, if/when my property will be taken. From my understanding 40 years they have talked of exit off 83 at Canal rd. Every few years, there
are threats, marking of the utilities. But nothing seems to happen. I see huge developments going in, will they pay for improvements needed to support them, or will the
taxpayers pay for the rich to make more money?
York County Planning Commission: On the funding question. GOYORK
2045 includes a recommendation to fund our transportation system
improvements with a new proposal ..... a fair share formula approach. The
action included in the plan is in the image below.
York County Planning Commission: Janette Millär - I hope you have
been able to participate in some of the land use planning that has happened
as part of I-83 Exit 26 discussion. This link will provide the best place
concerning the work on that project to date. https://www.ycpc.org/461/I83-Master-Plan For a high level overview, the project is in a waiting period
for at least another 16 months. Yes, the project has been discussed for many years, but that was mostly from people trying to get the project to the top of the priority
list. Before 2015, the York Area Metropolitan Organization (YAMPO) always identified a higher priority for funding. Those priorities have now been approved for
funding and are either in construction or are moving through design (Exit 4,18,19,21,22). With those locations being removed from the top of the list, the next priority
can be planned for improvements. The next area identified is Exit 24 (Emigsville). Emigsivlle had a study and the recommendation was to build a new Exit at Canal
Road (Exit 26). A proposal for Exit 26 is in the final stages at PennDOT prior to submission to the Federal Highway Administration for review and approval or denial.
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5.

6.

GOYORK 2045 includes a financial concept called the Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) and can be found here https://www.ycpc.org/.../Capital-Improvement-Plan-CIPPDF The CIP shows $34 million in 2033-2040 for an Exit 26 project. In addition, Chapter 4 of GOYORK 2045 includes the policy for transportation investment in the area
of I-83 Exit 24-28. This policy has included 2 scenarios based on the decision on Exit 26. There is more to the story and if you are available, plan to join us on May 11th
and/or May 20th and we can talk with you concerning the plans that are being proposed and how you can participate in the conversation. During both days we are
going to be available by zoom from 8am to 8pm. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side
of the page (bottom on mobile device).
Janette Millär: York County Planning Commission I have sent letters, but am unable due to disability to sit for meetings, so have no idea if my words were seen
or heard.
York County Planning Commission: Janette Millär -We do have your letter from 2018. We will include that as part of the comment section for this plan as well.
Russ Esenwine: York County Planning Commission The Canal Rd interchange project and the X24 reconstruction should be of the highest priority. I have run my
business in the Willow Springs area for 31 years and have seen a lot of changes. When Starbucks moved in in 1995, that is when all these studies/discussions should
have taken place. With the explosion of industry from Southwire/Johnson Controls/Ollies et al, these roads are overwhelmed with truck traffic. They have made little
piecemeal improvements over the years but the fact that X24 is still in the state it’s in is inexcusable! That area is a total cluster everyday. And god forbid there’s an
incident on 83 because it causes gridlock on the surface streets from Emigsville to Manchester to Strinestown!
York County Planning Commission: Yes, that is a proper timeline and that is when the discussion really started. The only thing to keep in mind- since 1995, I-83
Dead's man Curve ($78 Million-Exit 14 and 15), Exit 4 ($29.9 Million) , Exit 18 (bid $58 Million, and the North York Widening (Over $350 million) were all prioritized
over Exit 24. Exit 24 is now the next priority and financial resources are allocated to addressing the problem in the GOYORK 2045- Capital Improvements Plan
(CIP) https://www.ycpc.org/.../Capital-Improvement-Plan-CIP-PDF. Is there one of these locations that you feel should have been ranked lower than Exit 24.....if so,
why?
John Derry: Fix the damn roads or lower the fuel taxes.
York County Planning Commission: Do you have a road in mind that you feel needs fixed? Do you mean temporary fixes like pothole patches, full resurfacing
projects, widenings, etc.? Not only does our 2021 Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) have several road improvements which include road resurfacings, but the
State also receives 409 funds which is directly allocated to PennDOT road crews to resurface roads. York County PennDOT Crews currently average about $7 million
dollars a year, which can cover approximately 14 miles of roadway depending on the type of roadway and how many lanes are on a specific route. If you are available,
plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are going to be available by zoom to talk about this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can
be found on our website for the plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
John Derry: York County Planning Commission Instead of writing pass the buck replies. Fix the roads.
Josh Lofties: John Derry the planning commission doesn't fix the roads...
York County Planning Commission: Good idea, fixing the roads is included in the plan.
Richard Santiago: Flyover for north hill rd and 238 exit 28 need wide to 2 lanes each direction add turn lane .
York County Planning Commission: Richard Santiago There was an evaluation of a limited access connection between I-83 to US 30 around North Hills Road.
The final decision was to not make that connection due to the impact of the properties in the area. The improvements that are currently being constructed are part
of a connection that will make some of the connections between I-83 and US 30 better. You can see the full plans here. www.i83northyork.com . Also, check
out www.i83exit26.com for the plans for 238 and Exit 24-28. Both of these locations are included in GOYORK2045 plan.
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7.

8.

9.

If you are available, plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are going to be available by zoom to talk about this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom
join information can be found on our website for the plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
Mike Hoover: The York City Planning Commission. I see four projects outside of the city core. Can you come up with a better, needs based County plan. I can easily name
a dozen intersections in my area that have been problematic for years, decades.
York County Planning Commission: Good observation on the Urban Core vs the Suburban and Rural division of the County. How would you identify need? We
identify need for congestion based on travel time. The map with candidate locations is just for Congestion….we have different candidates for safety and maintenance.
To develop our needs based process for congestion, we capture vehicle travel time periodically and identify which locations have the most delay. This map image is
from the 2016 Report on Congestion. We ranked the intersection based on two different measurements. 1- How much delay (measured in seconds) does an individual
user experience and 2- How much delay do we as the community experience (multiply the individual delay by the number of vehicles that go through the location in
a three hour window). The results are included as Table 2 and Table 3 in the report mentioned above. A clip of Table 2, which identifies the individual delay is posted
below. Finally, in an effort to implement the County and Municipal Growth Management strategies, we do not prioritize projects on the edge or outside of the adopted
Growth Management Areas. If you are available, plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are going to be available by zoom to talk about this issue and
anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on
mobile device).
Rob Parker: The whole length of i-83 needs to be abolished and rebuilt with four lanes on each side and lest on off ramps Route 33 York County is a joke it also needs to
be three lanes four lanes wide on each side and less cross stop lights Yorkers are too lazy to go for feet out of their way to get some place just build they build another
road
York County Planning Commission: If you were going to start rebuilding I-83 and you know it's going to take 30 years to build, due to funding availability, which
section would you start with first? Same thing with Route 30. If you are available, plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are going to be available by zoom
to talk about this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand
side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
Tim Deppen: You are 30 years behind now!!
Tim Deppen: I-83 between Harrisburg and Baltimore should of been at least four lanes 20 years ago. Please don’t insult us citizens by calling yourself a Planning
Commission, you guys created this mess
York County Planning Commission: No doubt the decisions that came before us are things we live with today. The thought process to widen I-83 has been part
of the process for the York Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (YAMPO) for the last 20 years. Every bridge that was replaced from the Maryland Line north has
been built to accommodate additional lanes in the future. If you get a chance, check out the I-83 Traffic and Conditions report https://www.ycpc.org/.../Traffic-andConditions-Report-PDF On page 83 of this report there is a listing of projects that were completed on I-83 since 1983. These projects total more thank $262 million
spent on I-83 since 1983. Each project is listed with the year, type of work and cost.
Frank Warner: Talk is cheap, just do it. What May will the interchange be completed at 124 and 83. You get what you paid for!
York County Planning Commission: Frank Warner We agree, lowest bidder normally is a good process and most people want to pay the lower amount. This
usually works when you compare finished products, but transportation projects are mostly a service that constructs a custom-built product. Hopefully, the I-83 Exit 18
project pushes our State and Federal elected officials to modify the selection process for projects. If you are available, plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th,
we are going to be available by zoom to talk about this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the
plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
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10. Esther Bradley-Baer: Is 2045 when they expect to to be completed?
York County Planning Commission: 2045 is the date that is picked to constrain the outer limit of the thought process when developing ideas for the plan. All the
projects have individual timeframes...with some only starting in 2045. You can see the list of projects in the Capital Improvements Program (CIP) listed
at http://www.ycpc.org/.../Capital-Improvement-Plan-CIP-PDF . If you are available and would like to talk more, plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are
going to be available by zoom to talk about this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the
plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
11. Becki Kaz: We need train to BWI.
York County Planning Commission: How many times do you travel to BWI a week, month or year? What would you pay for a one way trip? If you are available,
plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are going to be available by zoom to talk about this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can
be found on our website for the plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
12. Basham Michael William: Yes restore the whole Ma& Pa railroad make York Train Station accessible again. Baltimore too York York too Fredrick Maryland.
York County Planning Commission: The MA and PA railroad Rights of Way have mostly reverted back to property owners, if you are speaking about the tracks
that use to run from York to Red Lion to Delta? Even the Northern Central Rights of Way, the line that the Rail Trail is Located on has disappeared in the Hunt Valley
area of Maryland. If you are available and would like to talk more, plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are going to be available by zoom to talk about
this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page
(bottom on mobile device).
13. Xyph Ehh: build amtrak aswell
York County Planning Commission: Agreed- passenger train service would be a benefit to York County residents. Any thoughts on how to pay for the construction
or where the train should go? In 2017, we completed a very short analysis concerning ridership for a new train line. To qualify for Federal funding, a new start line
would need to generate 2.5 million annual trips. Right now (before pandemic), we have about 14,000 people commuting to Maryland on a daily basis and 2,000 coming
north. When you count both directions of your work trip, you have 33,000 trips a day....times 5 days a week=165,000 trips per week....over 50 weeks a year = 8.2
million trips a year. We would need to capture 30% of all those trips on a new rail line in order to meet that threshold. Unfortunately, the locations people are traveling
to are spread out and not concentrated in one area that would be close to the rail line. So, rabbittransit started the express bus to Hunt Valley several years ago. based
on the current ridership on the rabbittransit express, a rail line can not be financially feasible.If you are available, plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are
going to be available by zoom to talk about this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the
plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
Bob Burns: York County Planning Commission it's really interesting reading about this. It seems we're so dependent on our personal autos because of how
spread out business/work geographic locations are. Quite the conundrum.
14. Bill Mathias: Fix the bridges on 83, just south of 30. Finish to loop from south York to west York. I don’t like the choices in this survey. Who picked these things?
York County Planning Commission: The choices come from the Report on Congestion and only identify congestion problems. The report on congestion selects
locations that have the highest level of delay. Here is a link to the full Report on Congestion https://www.ycpc.org/.../View/313/Report-on-Congestion-PDF Some of
the locations already have funding and were not added to the survey, some were recently improved. and were not included either, since the data was from before
the improvement.
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York County Planning Commission: Bill Mathias - If you are available, plan to join us on May
11th and/or May 20th, we are going to be available by zoom from 8am to 8pm to talk about this
issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the
plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).The
bridges on I-83 South of Route 30 are in design and will be addressed as part of the North York
Widening project You can see the full plans here. www.i83northyork.com . A small clip of the
project is located below.
15. Sal Cuomo As long as you don’t hire a Maryland company that will screw everything up like the mt
rose project. We need jobs here. Keep it local
York County Planning Commission: Yes, local jobs is a good point and makes a lot of sense.
The only problem, a large portion of the transportation project funding is from Federal funding
and PennDOT can’t prohibit out of state contractors from using funding that is collected at the
national level. Also, that would prohibit our workers from getting jobs in other areas as well. If you are available, plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are
going to be available by zoom to talk about this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the
plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
16. Wade Smith: A book worth reading [Walkable City: How Downtown can Save America one Step at a Time by Jeff Speck”. I think it's relevant. Jeff Spek has Ted talk available.
York County Planning Commission: Wade Smith - Great book and concepts. Please take a look at this section of the plan. https://www.ycpc.org/.../ChapterThree---Moving-Forward-PDF Active Transportation starts on page 23. identify opportunities to make our community more walkable where appropriate. There are
several projects currently moving through the design process and are identified on Page 23. If you are available, plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are
going to be available by zoom to talk about this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our website for the
plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
Wade Smith: York County Planning Commission Curious, what is the percentage of those whom actually use what they are studying/planning?
York County Planning Commission: The transportation staff is comprised of 6 individuals and all 6 lived in York County for more than 20 years each (minus college
time). We also had a steering committee of more than 25 individuals, they are listed in the document and an addition 100 people on working groups. Is there something
specific that you read in the plan that concerned you about our knowledge of the area?
17. Anthony R De Seta: All the roads need re-paved. That is all
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York County Planning Commission: Anthony R De Seta - We are aware there is a large need for repaving,
more than we can afford. A question for you- if we have two locations of equal cost, but we only have the ability
to select one. What is the most important or the most critical issue?
1-condition of the road,
2-volume on the road,
3- connection to other community investments
4-classification of the Road (Interstate vs Local Road) The image below is a flow chart included in the plan
that explains or at least tries to explain the process of selecting paving projects. Here is the full chapter concerning
selection criteria. If you are available, plan to join us on May 11th and/or May 20th, we are going to be available
by zoom to talk about this issue and anything else you have. The Zoom join information can be found on our
website for the plan www.GOYORK2045.com on the right hand side of the page (bottom on mobile device).
18. Heather Bradford: They should be repaving as they rip up the streets to fix the pipes. Making the roads even worse.
York County Planning Commission: Heather Bradford - Heather you are correct, in the comments, we added an image of the selection process for road repaving.
In the image about 3 quarters down the page is a line that states Utility Coordination. This is to indicate the priorities set by Water and Gas and sometimes electric are
included in the decision making process for road project selection.
If a utility company repairs a road in good condition, they are responsible for returning the road to the same condition. Sometimes utilities have emergencies, schedule
change or financial considerations that lengthen the time between the start of work and the road being repaired. Also, the length of the project can impact the timing.
Sometimes in order to receive better pricing on road paving.....the project length is extended, but that causes more underground utility work and a longer time that
residents are driving over temporarily repaired roads.
There were 36 shares.
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Posted on 4/28/2021 at 1PM: As planners, we should make a conscious effort to have the most equitable transportation network
possible, which means ensuring low-income and minority neighborhoods have adequate infrastructure to meet their needs. How can
we ensure the transportation network is equitable? We already know a disproportionate amount of bicycle and pedestrian crashes
happen in low-income and minority neighborhoods. Learn more in the draft Metropolitan Transportation Plan and take the survey at
GOYORK2045.com #GOYORK2045
Comments are as follows:
1.
Joseph Sauls: Try fixing the roads so that public transportation can be less costly through lower maintenance costs on their
busses. This would also make vehicle ownership more affordable due to less maintenance costs. You already tax us out the wazoo then
force us to make sure our vehicles are road worthy for roads that are far from vehicle worthy. We have the worst roads around. Doing
this the right way would allow for vehicles and bikes to travel safer as well. Fix the infrastructure first, then worry about extras.
York County Planning Commission: Maintenance first is definitely the objective of the decisions YAMPO makes. The chart below
is the proposed amount of spending that YAMPO proposes to spend
on different types of projects. 68% of all funding received in York
County is going to maintain the existing system. If you would like to discuss a different proposal,
check out the Capital Improvement Plan for 2021-2045 at https://www.ycpc.org/.../CapitalImprovement-Plan-CIP-PDF . This portion of our future plan list the projects that were already
selected and the ones that demonstrate what we will focus on in the future. Also, sit down and tell
us your ideas during our virtual open house to discuss the plan on May 11th or May 20th. Details
can be found at www.GOYORK2045.com on the right side of the page
No shares.
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Posted on 4/30/2021 at 11AM: Because of York County’s location in the National Multi-Modal Freight Network, it’s important

to keep our freight moving efficiently and safely. Learn more in the freight section of the Metropolitan Transportation Plan,
and take the survey at GOYORK2045.com #GOYORK2045
No comments received.
No shares.

Posted on 5/1/2021 at 11AM: Do you enjoy going for a walk or bike ride on the many trails across York County? Do you want to see
more trails and connections? How about safe paths connecting residents to shopping and employment? If you do, you’re not alone.
The network of bike routes and multi-use trails is outlined in the Metropolitan Transportation Plan. You can view the plan and take the
survey at GOYORK2045.com #GOYORK2045
No comments received.
No shares.
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Posted on 5/3/21 at 11AM: Have you ever tried taking the bus? rabbittransit offers 19 fixed routes in York County, connecting shopping
& employment destinations with Red Lion, Dover, Hanover & more! Learn more about rabbittransit at rabbittransit.org, and how your
opinion can shape the future of transit and GOYORK2045.com #GOYORK2045
No comments received.
Shares are as follows:
• On May 3rd, David Gonzalez shared the post and added: In 2018, via a report from the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, it
was found an average commute time for a YoCo resident via car is 26 minutes. By transit, only 7% of our population can commute
to their job in under 60 minutes. ONLY 7%.
Participating in this survey is another tool to help increase economic opportunity, increase job access, and improve overall equity
in transportation projects.
Take this survey if you want better priorities for transit.
Take this survey if you have suggestions on how to improve transit access.
Take this survey if you have interest in transit options, but current routes don't suit your commute needs.
See a quick overview on the Philly Fed 2018 report at this link: https://www.philadelphiafed.org/.../1218-transit-york...

Posted on 5/5/21 at 11:24 AM: GOYORK2045 is the 2021-2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan! Watch the 2 minute overview video
and take the survey at GOYORK2045.com #goyork2045 #yorkpa #yorkcountypa #yorkcity
No comments received on original posting.
Shares are as follows:
• On 5/5/21 at 11:42 AM Commuter Services of PA shared the post.
1. On 5/14/21 at 3:11PM rabbittransit shared the post and added: The York County Planning Commission is holding a virtual openhouse style meeting to answer any questions you may have on the draft Metropolitan Transportation Plan for York County on
May 20th from 8AM to 8PM. For additional information, check out the video below or visit GOYORK2045.com. #goyork2045
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On 5/20/21 9:30AM Elsbeth Bupp shared the post with Fixing York that generated comments: “This COUNTY WIDE plan ONLY has
330 views and our population is over 300,000. Want to give input, watch this and then join a Zoom call today where they will
listen and answer questions. Go to the planning fb page for the Zoom link and a survey!”

Comments are as follows:
1.
Dale Myers: Let me guess, more money spent on making life miserable for the vehicle driver and getting rid of the motor
vehicle. More people should get involved because most of the people implementing "change" would ban cars from city streets and
return us to the horse and carriage if they could. Yes we need to be cognizant of pedestrians and everyone else that use our road and
highway system, but not always at the expense of the vehicular traffic. This isn't Europe where many cities have very tight and narrow
streets that aren't suitable for traffic, but are better as open air markets or courtyards. Our cities were designed with traffic movement
in mind, let's stop taking them back to horse and carriage days. Our own Market Street slalom course and the two way traffic on Market
and George are prime examples of pure idiots running the show!
Elsbeth Bupp: Dale Myers You don't have to guess. You can read or just join a zoom call today to ask questions and give input
Joe Planner: Dale Myers - The plan focuses on moving people, not
vehicles, subtle but substantial difference. It would be great if you looked at
the plan www.goyork2045.com and take the survey prior to your conclusions. There are no actions that ban
cars from the streets, nor does the plan promote horse and buggy traffic. The actions included in the plan are
geared to make sure motor vehicles travel the proper speed when there is a mix of land uses and other modes
of transportation using the same road (Pedestrian, bike, transit). The Image below is from the plan and
identifies the percentage of the total funding going to different categories of projects, I think you can see that
primary investment is still with the motor vehicle.
Dale Myers: Joe Planner I've lived in York since 1950 and have seen the changes over the years I've
seen the absurd redoing of Market street in the mid 70's by Mayor Kraut which gave us huge sidewalks, took away parking and made driving from Pershing to the
square a mess. I've seen the asinine conversion of Market and George to two way streets which does nothing to move people or vehicles efficiently, but it does give
body shops business replacing mirrors. I see the current waste of funds to redo the old route 30 bridge, widen the sidewalk and widen the bike lane. What a complete
waste of funds, especially when the condition of nearby roads are terrible. I travel that bridge and seldom are there more than 4 or 5 people walking and/or biking. Do
needed repairs on the bridge and channel the remaining funds to other projects. Yes. I know it's "grant money" but it's still taxpayer funds, and we need a change so
so called "grant funds" can be used where they're actually needed. If you look at the changes in traffic management over the last 50 years it's all been for the biker,
trail walker and pedestrian with the driver always taking a back seat. It's funny, but in the 50's we had ten thousand more people living in the city, thousands more
working in the city, hundreds maybe thousands of bikers and darn near the same amount of cars traveling through the city because 30 and 83 didn't exist, and it was
much, much better to drive or walk! Pedestrians actually crossed at intersections, didn't need a crossing in the middle of the block. And we walked ten deep on our
smaller sidewalks, unlike now when you're lucky to see ten people in a block most days.
Joe Planner: Dale Myers -What projects that changed the transportation system over the last 50 years (or 10 years) do you think were a good investment of
taxpayer funds?
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Dale Myers: Joe Planner Good question, the intersection in Longstown of 24 and124 seems to have actually helped, but I'm at a loss to remember more projects
that worked well. Route 30 "bypass" is a complete joke, and the design of the Mt. Rose project seems confusing at the least. I mean seriously, who puts a stop sign right
after the green light when you turn south from Mt. Rose onto Haines Road? Sure hope that isn't permanent! We're consistently told how Penn D.O.T. Values safety and
takes the public's suggestions seriously. But I disagree. Perfect example is the southbound 83 exits and entrances at Market Street (Rte.462). I have been complaining
about the dense growth of weeds, brush and even small saplings that grow all through the area. You can not see traffic entering 83 until they're right on top of you.
Talk to anyone using that corridor and they will agree. Does Penn D.O.T. care, not one bit! I even talked to an engineer years ago at the Central middle school when the
new 83 plan was wheeled out, of course nothing was done. Do us a favor Joe Planner, instead of concentrating on the multi million dollar deals, show us you do care
and our words matter. Take care of that one issue and make the 83 south corridor a bit safer.
Bill Henze: My only comment is that any planning better include the accommodation autonomous and fully EV vehicles because they will certainly be the future.
Joe Planner: Bill Henze - There are several actions
included in the plan that discuss connected and
autonomous vehicles, delivery devices and charging
stations. Here is an example of one of the actions.
Dale Myers: Should be an interesting sight at the
future "charging stations". They'll have fossil fueled, diesel
engines powering the charging stations because our electric
grid won't have the needed capacity to charge all the
electric roller skates.
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Posted on 5/6/21 at 7:57 AM: Do you have any ideas to make our roadways safer? How would you select from comparable projects to
enhance safety? Serious injuries from motor vehicle crashes are increasing in York County as fatalities are decreasing. Read about the
proposed selection process, safety performance measures and other data trends in the safety section of GOYORK2045. The plan and a
5-minute survey are available at GOYORK2045.com #GOYORK2045
No comments received.
There were 8 shares.

Posted on 5/6/21 at 2:00 PM: Do potholes drive you bonkers? Have you ever wondered if anyone is keeping track of the road
conditions? You can view the data and see how it’s changed in the updated Metropolitan Transportation Plan. The plan and a 5-minute
survey are available at GOYORK2045.com #GOYORK2045
No comments received.
Shares are as follows:
•
Spring Grove Area School District shared this post on 5/21/21. “Sharing information: If you have 5 minutes, please take the
survey linked in the post below to help the York County Planning Commission.”
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Posted on 5/9/21 at 11:00 AM: Announcement! You are invited to the first of two open-house style meetings on Tuesday, May 11th
from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM. The open-house style meeting will answer any questions you may have on the draft Metropolitan
Transportation Plan. The public meeting will take place on zoom, and you can join the meeting from GOYORK2045.com #GOYORK2045
No comments received.
There were 7 shares.

Posted on 5/11/21 at 5:05 PM: The Transportation Staff will be available until 8PM tonight. Click on the link and learn about the future
plans for transportation in York County. Click on this link to join the virtual meeting. https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81044888993#success
#GOYORK2045
No comments received.
No shares.
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Posted on 5/13/21 at 3:55 PM: Event
Comments are as follows:
1.
5/19/21: Elsbeth Bupp: That was awesome! Thanks for hosting the discussion! Glad to give my input on N. George St bridge
turn lanes / concern about narrowing to 1 lane and the dangers of the intersection of Market and Queen (needs a left turn light).
York County Planning Commission: Thank you for participating and we will follow-up with your concerns.
No shares.

Posted on 5/18/21 at 1:09PM: Re-elect Mount Rose Interchange –NO ONE likes living next to our traveling through a construction
zone, but we appreciate the improvements the project brings to our transportation system. Although Exit 18 has been difficult to say
the least, remember what it will be when it is complete: a safer, more efficient interchange. Since today is primary day, we thought it
would be good to vote for a location that you think could use improvement on the transportation system. Click on this link
http://metroquestsurvey.com/aky69 to take the survey and vote for up to three of 15 locations that are not currently funded, but are
being considered for the future. #GOYORK2045

No comments received.
No shares.
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Posted on 5/20/21 8:03AM: Are you concerned about the bridge tolling on I-83 over the Susquehanna River proposed by PennDOT,
what option would you recommend? Here is your chance to provide input on the different funding options for transportation in
Pennsylvania. In addition to PennDOT Pathways, the York County Planning Commission is conducting a survey on transportation actions
and congested intersections through June 9th. This survey does not discuss funding options, but will help guide where the funding that
is allocated to York County is invested. Click here for the survey. http://metroquestsurvey.com/aky69 #GOYORK2045

No comments received.
No shares.
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Posted on 5/25/21 4:32 PM: Transit Frequency Should Increase- GOYORK 2045, the 2021-2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan for
York County recommends an action to increase transit frequency to provide a lower cost to access entry level jobs. Time is a significant
contributor to the cost of riding transit. By increasing frequency and reducing wait times, rabbittransit can make transit a more
attractive and less costly travel option to access these jobs. The graphic below identifies a few destinations from Hanover Borough and
York City to employment centers. Cost associated with driving a car include gas, wear and tear, and sometimes, parking. If you use a
ride-hailing service like Uber, you also pay a fee to help pay the driver. All methods of transportation have a "Hidden" cost too: time.
Please rank this action and others through the survey found at at http://metroquestsurvey.com/aky69 or read parts of the plan and
provide comments at http://www.GOYORK2045.com #GOYORK2045
No comments received.
There was 1 share.
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Posted on 5/26/21 at 2:30 PM: WHO PAYS FOR CONGESTION? Have you noticed an increase in traffic and development in York
County? Our GOYORK 2045 plan recommends Municipalities/County/PennDOT and YAMPO collect impact fees related to the number
of new vehicle trips a development generates. IF a location has an improvement identified costing $2 million, then a new development
generating 10% of the traffic at the location would be responsible for $200,000 contribution towards the improvement. At that point,
the project would need $1.8 million of public dollars or need to wait for additional development. This is one action that GOYORK 2045,
the 2021-2024 Metropolitan Transportation Plan is recommending. Give us your comments and questions on this issue and others in
the plan at GOYORK2045.com or http://metroquestsurvey.com/aky69 #GOYORK2045
Comments are as follows:

1.
Steve Hanson: What ever happened to the additional tariff that was put on an already high York gas tax to pay for
improvements we never received? Remember when gas was much cheaper in York than Maryland? Where did it go? One of the other
problems I see is everyone that moves here for a better life and raised a family, now all the kids are grown up and driving to so the
housing numbers have not necessarily grown versus the number of drivers per household.
York County Planning Commission: Steve Hanson - The gas tax funding is not something addressed in this plan. The amount
of funding included in legislation is the responsibility of the legislation. In this plan, we identify how to utilize the funding allocated in
the best manner. The action mentioned in the post, is something that would be in the hands of municipalities and is why this is a
recommendation. Do you agree or disagree that a new development should pay when they build? That's a good point about the where
did it go. Here is a link to obligation (spending) reports for the last few years. https://www.ycpc.org/159/Transportation-ImprovementProgram . These reports identify where the money was spent. If you would like us to walk you through a report just message us and we
will set something up to discuss the reports. Here are two items included in the full report that you might be interested concerning cars
per house...it doesn't show the trend, but still shows your point.
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5.

6.

7.

Greg Blymire: Could this be caused by the smart software installed at most intersections by creating congestion it is a way to generate revenue for expansion.
York County Planning Commission: Greg Blymire The congestion is probably caused by additional traffic, but that is an interesting campaign proposal to increase
support for revenue increases. To be clear, the software does not create congestion nor would we support that campaign. The software may change which leg of the
intersection experiences congestion, but there is not a goal to increase traffic to ultimately increase revenue.
Elsbeth Bupp: The new raised median on N. Hills between RR track and 30 might be a problem...
York County Planning Commission: A problem in what way? Medians, result in lower crash rates and lower severity, since it reduces head on and angle crashes.
Elsbeth Bupp: York County Planning Commission Saw some cutting yesterday so maybe they are cutting turn spots but problem for biz on west side if northbound
cant turn in
York County Planning Commission: Elsbeth Bupp Here is the link to look at the image better. There is a median that will be installed. Yes, that will modify how
their customers enter. https://www.i83northyork.com/north-hills-rd
. Robyn Allen: What about finishing all the jobs that are started already?
York County Planning Commission: Robyn Allen - Projects do take time to design, so in order
to have project B ready when project A is finished.....the planning needs to overlap. There is
discussion when projects are located in the same area to make sure the detour routes are not the
same. However, emergency repairs to underground utilities or privately funded improvements are
not always part of the discussion. For example, Market Street under I-83 will be closed in the fall
for 5 weeks to replace the bridge over the Mill Creek, but it was planned to only start after Exit 18
is completed. In addition after Market Street opens - Sherman Street and Eberts Lane will be closed
to replace bridges over Mill Creek. .....all of this is laid out to not overlap with one another.
Brenda Mallette: Bull**** ,we were stuck in it
York County Planning Commission: Brenda Mallette -The idea is to not have you stuck in
the future. Here is a good visualization of the future improvements at Exit 19. https://www.i83northyork.com/project-visualizations Here is the homepage that can
provide more information. https://www.i83northyork.com/ Also, this location did not have to do with the action, the action listed in the post could happen anywhere.
Project Visualizations | i83northyork I83NORTHYORK.COM Project Visualizations | i83northyork
Tom Smith: York County residents have been the victim of poorly planned local municipal growth plans for decades. Many of these plans were
funded by Federal Urban Planning Grants.
York County Planning Commission: Tom Smith - That is a relic of a document. Windsor Township has adopted newer comprehensive
plans than that one.
Mirror Image: That traffic light is a problem
York County Planning Commission: Mirror Image - Here is a good visualization of the future improvements at Exit 19.
https://www.i83northyork.com/project-visualizations Here is the homepage that can provide more information. https://www.i83northyork.com/ Also, this location
did not have to do with the action, the action listed in the post could happen anywhere.
Mirror Image: York County Planning Commission that looks Awesome
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York County Planning Commission: Mirror Image - The anticipated dates for construction are included on the site. There are two projects already started that
are early action projects....1- North Hills Road work and 2- North George Street on Ramp......next up this summer/fall will be the bridge on East Market Street over Mill
Creek. If you didn't already, please make sure you complete the survey in the original post and pass it along. Thank you for the feedback.
Giddey Liz: 2 million .. to re time some lights and adjust an intersection¿ .... Jeesh...
York County Planning Commission: Giddey Liz -Sorry for the confusion. The dollar amount was just an example and the picture was just a picture of
congestion.......The action could happen anywhere there is congestion in the County. So, there was not $2 million to retime lights. We would say Jeesh as well and
then no thank you.
Peter Brady: Considering that they are going to close this intersection for about 6 months in the near future, I wouldn't worry too much about it.....
York County Planning Commission: Peter Brady -Here is a newspaper article from the YDR- the plan is to close it for 5 weeks not 6 months, with penalties on
the contractor for longer than 5 weeks. Maybe you were just relating to Mount Rose with the Extra Time. Here is the full article if you have access
.... https://www.ydr.com/restricted/... Also, the picture was not directly related to the action. The action could take place anywhere in the County.....the picture was
just a good one of congestion.....sorry for the confusion. ....Any thoughts on the concept?
Posted on 5/27/21 2:18 PM: Which would you pick? Eisenhower, Moulstown and 194 or Grandview and Baltimore Street (94)? Both
intersections appear in the York County Report on Congestion https://www.ycpc.org/.../View/313/Report-on-Congestion-PDF as one
of the most congested intersections in York County. These locations are included in the 5 minute survey helping to prioritize locations
and actions identified in GOYORK 2045, the Metropolitan Transportation Plan for York County. www.GOYORK2045.com #GOYORK2045
Comments are as follows:
1.
Kayla Lehigh: Moulstown & Eisenhower hands down. I frequently travel both areas and that Eisenhower intersection seems
to warrant faster attention based on my experiences.
2.
Kristine Grafton Shunk: Where have you been, York County Planning Commission , for the last 15 to 20 years while these
municipalities continued to approve all of these housing developments?! My tax dollars will be going to another state soon (not soon
enough).
York County Planning Commission: Kristine Grafton Shunk - In Pennsylvania, the decision on how property owners can use their
land is a municipal based decision, not a County or State decision. However, the County lays out a "big picture" Growth Management
Plan that can be found here. https://www.ycpc.org/.../View/288/Growth-Management-Plan-PDF
Kristine Grafton Shunk: York County Planning Commission, I know that. These municipalities could be influenced by the county
to work together for the benefit of the area
York County Planning Commission: Where would you put growth in York County, where would you let your family build houses?
Kirk Fisher: Kristine Grafton Shunk Yep, and I really hate to think what would happen if there was another serious drought like
we had before this building craze started. The building has gotten out of control. We are already looking to move as well. On top of the
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tax situation, we have neighbors that blast music all day, every day, can hear in all areas of the house, (and we are a half acre away) and can't do anything about it even
though it is way over 60 DB at the property line. We can't save money fast enough to move out for our peace of mind.
Anne Williams: Answer the survey...
Mike Hoover: Both. Neglected for decades. Haven't seen meaningful transportation improvements in decades.
York County Planning Commission: Cake and Ice Cream kind of choice. We agree it's a tough decision, but the gas tax only provides enough to do one. Hopefully,
you completed the survey in the original post and identified your top 3 in the County. Thank you
Mike Hoover: York County Planning Commission Eisenhower and Moulstown-Broadway then. Top priority.
York County Planning Commission: Thank you for the additional input
Mike Hoover: York County Planning Commission And Grandview Road and Rt. 216 is a longstanding disaster.
York County Planning Commission: Most likely, if Grandview and 216 are addressed, it will need to be led and funded (or funding applied for through other
channels) by the Township. As you see we have many different locations in the Hanover Area that are in need of improvements. The regional planning funds are
intended to go towards the problems with the largest regional impact or impacted by the most regional traffic. Based on the nature of the traffic, the two intersections
on 94 and 194, are definitely impacted more by regional traffic. Grandview and 216 (minus lake traffic) is more local than the other two.....no doubt regional traffic
goes through there, but the ratio of Penn Township generated traffic is higher in that intersection than it is in the other two. Therefore, if the regional funding does not
go down the list fare enough, it would be up to local budgets and decision makers to decide if that improvement is an appropriate investment.
Patrick Staub: If they decide to go with the bypass Eisenhower Extension then Moulstown. If not then Grandview.
York County Planning Commission: Patrick Staub - That is a great point, that is exactly what has been delaying Moulstown and Broadway. If Eisenhower Extension
is approved it will change the percentages of traffic going through the 194 intersection. So, until that is decided a design for 194 can not start. Why would you change
priorities if Eisenhower Extension is not approved, do you think Grandview is worse now or do you think it will continue to increase in at a faster rate and therefore be
worse than Mousltown in 5 or 10 years?
Patrick Staub: York County Planning Commission Yes. Also it seems so rare the county even considers Hanover and its transportation needs, so any improvement
will be most welcome.
Mike Hoover: York County Planning Commission Route 194 and Eisenhower is a mess now and has been a disaster for decades. It needs attention now regardless
of what happens with Eisenhower extended.
And I fully support Eisenhower extended since it was first discussed in 1990. It is 2021 and we are still just talking.
Patrick Staub: Mike Hoover Yep and if I was a betting man I would say option 3 nothing is what we will get.
Mike Hoover: Patrick Staub Yep. And transportation planners will walk away from dire improvements at Eisenhower-Moulstown-Broadway-Flickinger and blame
the opposition which kills Eisenhower extended. One has nothing to do with the other. I found York County Planning's response troubling and very telling.
Mike Hoover: Patrick Staub And don't be fooled that the county and state has an interest in Hanover.
Eisenhower was built by a developer and Hanover and Penn Township. The Grandview and Baltimore Street corridor was improved by a developer and Penn
Township. York County planning has not fought for or delivered on a meaningful transportation project in the Hanover area in nearly 40 years.
Patrick Staub: Very true! But in fairness there is also the Broadway Hershey Hill sewer project floating around. Running the sewer from the bowling alley up the
hill into my mom's old house where I grew up. Oh and charging each house up to 45k for the honor of deactivating a working septic system.
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Mike Hoover: Patrick Staub Courtesy of the state. A more than $5 million project for less than 50 homes. That's another argument for another day. Let's try to
keep York County Planning focused on addressing obvious and dire transportation issues. Making us chose between Eisenhower and Broadway or Grandview and
Baltimore Street when both projects should have been done decades ago. Please.
York County Planning Commission: Patrick Staub Sorry, it feels that way. But I would be happy to sit down with you and show you the amount of money that
has been spent in the Hanover Area. Here is a link to the obligation reports. These reports identify where the federal transportation funding is spent in York
County. https://www.ycpc.org/159/Transportation-Improvement-Program Hopefully you completed the survey in the original survey and shared with others. Thank
you
Mike Hoover: York County Planning Commission At least they offered to sit down with you, Patrick Staub. Gee, they are going to show you our gasoline taxes
are being spent on roads.
York County Planning Commission: Mike Hoover It seems like you confused my comment and Mr. Staubs comment. The question was asked to Mr Staub "Why
do YOU think" the priority should change if Eisenhower Extension is not approved. We have talked about how many lanes the intersection will need or what type of
treatment would be best based on whether the extension is approved....but not switching priorities. I thought it was an interesting statement and try to find out more
information concerning the thought process and brainstormed two possible reasons why HE suggested a change in priorities based on the Extension outcome.
Mike Hoover: York County Planning Commission I confused nothing. Your words speak for themselves. "(Eisenhower extended)That is exactly what has been
delaying Moulstown and Broadway." "So, until that is decided a design for 194 can not start."Again, improving horrific transportation issues on 194 needs to be
addressed now and needed to be addressed for decades, independently of what may or may not happen with Eisenhower extended.
York County Planning Commission: Mike Hoover The time to get to this point on
Eisenhower Drive has had many stumbling blocks. Most notable, Conewago Township
and PennDOT both not wanting to own a road in the future and the additional cost
associated with the road maintenance. Since 90% of the Extension project is in Adams
County, York County has not been a driver in the project. Here are a couple projects that
come to mind at this point. 94 from Kuhn North to the County line. Blackrock and
Grandview, Center Street upgrades, 17 traffic signal upgrades, traffic signal timing
changes on 3 other intersections and these are the improvements. The majority of the
money is spent to maintain 94, 116. We would be more than willing to sit down with you
as well. This was already clarified in a previous reply, but the image is from the Capital
Improvements program on page 48. You can see the plan is to fund 194, Moulstown and
Eisenhower, the only item still unknown is how much traffic is coming from Eisenhower.
Mike Hoover: York County Planning Commission Thanks for making my point that they are two independent projects. Eisenhower Drive is built in York County
to the Adams County line, thanks to Hanover and Penn Township. The extension is virtually an Adams County project. So focus on what York County can control and is
in dire need: Route 194 and Eisenhower. To say no design work can begin on Route 194 until Eisenhower extended is decided is very troubling. What happens if it not
decided or continues to be delayed as it has been since Eisenhower was designed and built in 1990? Continue to delay and ignore the issue on Route 194? One look at
the intersection and it is clear a utility pole blocks putting in an extended right turn lane from Route 194 south to Eisenhower Drive. Flickinger Road should be designed
as right turn in and out only. Easy fixes while the right of way is still there. But according to you will be ignored until if and when a decision comes down on a component
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of a project which you admittedly said you have nothing to do with because it is in Adams County. PM me about a meeting here in Hanover preferably at Eisenhower
and Broadway. And definitely with my state representative because I want her to hear your explanation on why no meaningful improvements will be done to this
troublesome intersection for years to come.
York County Planning Commission: 194 and Eisenhower was just approved for funding in the August of 2019. It was not sitting since 1990 waiting for Eisenhower
Drive. It was selected independently of the Extension project. When the location appeared in the York County Report on Congestion, it was presented to the MPO and
funded. The waiting is only because the approval came at a point in time that the public hearing was for the extension was only months away. As you know that public
hearing was delayed. You are correct that we can't wait forever on the extension decision to start 194 and Eisenhower. We have already sat with the Borough and
PennDOT and developed a scope of work to review alternatives and have a cost estimate from a design team. At that time everyone agreed to wait....of course we do
not know how long it will be until the hearing takes place. I will message you. Thank you
Jason Teal: Grandview at Rutters entrance. My son totalled his car Thursday.
Stephen Randall Sullivan: Jason Teal I think I drove by right after that happened. Saw all the cop cars there.
Jason Teal: Stephen Randall Sullivan He let a car turn left out of there, then he started to go without looking. Blue Honda. Got hit then pushed into another car.
Lol
York County Planning Commission: Glad everyone is ok.
Kathy Gill: What about Grandview and Blooming Grove Road?
Terry McKim: Kathy Gill having left turn lanes and lights would be a game changer and a lot safer!!!
York County Planning Commission: Kathy Gill Most likely, if Grandview and 216 are addressed, it will need to be led and funded (or funding applied for through
other channels) by the Township. As you see we have many different locations in the Hanover Area that are in need of improvements. The regional planning funds are
intended to go towards the problems with the largest regional impact or impacted by the most regional traffic. Based on the nature of the traffic, the two intersections
on 94 and 194, are definitely impacted more by regional traffic. Grandview and 216 (minus lake traffic) is more local than the other two.....no doubt regional traffic
goes through there, but the ratio of Penn Township generated traffic is higher in that intersection than it is in the other two. Therefore, if the regional funding does not
go down the list fare enough, it would be up to local budgets and decision makers to decide if that improvement is an appropriate investment.
Kathy Gill: Justin Heiland Penn Township Commissioner??
Justin Heiland: Kathy Gill Penndot is already looking at 216 for some improvements, but not that intersection in particular. We discussed some options for it but
it's not on the radar for anytime soon that I'm aware of.
York County Planning Commission: Justin Heiland 216 is in the preliminary considerations for a resurfacing project. The Township, PennDOT and the YCPC
discussed the project 2 years ago when the 2021-2024 program was developed. The project was not selected at that time. Every two years, the program is looked at
again. We have a meeting with PennDOT to discuss all the candidates throughout the County in June. After that meeting, individual meetings with municipalities will
be conducted through the end of September. Based on those discussions (which could advance or push back a project) throughout the county, a final list will be
assembled in November or December. During the municipal discussions, improvements can be considered and possibly incorporated into the , but the funding for the
projects would need to be approved by someone. At this point in time, this intersection is not at the top of the capacity improvement list for the County-wide York Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization (YAMPO).
Dave Putman: How about fixing the timing of the lights or installing smart lights at Baltimore St & Grandview (and many other intersections in Hanover). That alone would
be a tremendous help
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York County Planning Commission: Hmmm- the timing of Baltimore and Grandview was just evaluated and modified in 2021. What movement are you concerned
with not having enough time? Next time you pass through the intersection, don't just count the seconds you are sitting, but
all the legs at the same time. See if there are vehicles going through the intersection from another direction...wasted time at
an intersection is when there is a queue but not traffic entering or exiting the intersection. If there are cars going
through.....then it is not a timing issue, but a priority issue. I copied the traffic counts that were used for the retiming. Are you
in the priority movement...... 131 left turns from Grandview to Baltimore delayed at 30 seconds each = 3,930 seconds, but for
them to go they need to delay the traffic on Baltimore Street (1,178 vehicles). These volumes are spread over an hour, but it's
the concept that's important. So, if each car on Baltimore is only delayed 3.33 seconds....it would equal the total delay of
Grandview due to the difference in priority. Do you think minimizing the total delay is the correct approach? Should there be
a maximum any approach has to wait prior to overriding the total intersection delay approach? Also, adaptive signal
technology was used in the northern end of Hanover and it will make the main line more important, by creating more delay
on the side streets entering onto the main road.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Ellie Bova Nowak: York County Planning Commission this is really cool to see! Thank you!
Dave Putman: York County Planning Commission this even isn’t Grandview Rd & Baltimore St
York County Planning Commission: Dave Putman -YEs, you are correct, our apologies.
Dave Putman: York County Planning Commission apologies accepted
York County Planning Commission: Dave Putman Here is the Grandview and Baltimore intersection count.
Anne Jessee: I remember when Grandview and 94 was a 4 way stop
Gladys Hughes: AS congested as Hanover is, why can't they put turning lanes at Bloomingrove and 216? That place is the
pits. and have turning lights there? Don't know who designs these streets and roads, but they sure must not travel them.
Those are just one place that they should use common sense in making the roads. Or make a huge by pass around Hanover.
This town wasn't meant for this traffic. But the greedy borough still lets them build more and more. For once use some
common sense in designing roads and developments.
Kim Krebs: Route 94 is too congested and too heavily traveled.
Stephen Randall Sullivan: The whole of Hanover needs a bypass. Been talking about it for decades.
Dan Carbaugh: That's because there a bunch of idiots running the show
Dave Flory: 194 south bound just needs to be wided for right hand turns on Eisenhower. if that would get done it would actually eliminate a lot of the congestion.
York County Planning Commission: Dave Flory -A right turn southbound is one of the options that will be evaluated as we move in to the evaluation stage.
Darby Akers: STOP BUILDING SO MANY HOUSES. The schools, roads, grocery stores, gas pumps...everything will be over loaded to the point to where every individual
that decided to come to this quiet area will run for what they believed they had found. It's a shame seeing so many open spaces turn to cookie cutter packed like sardine
developments. People want space and to be able to what they want on their well earned land. These ridiculous HOA's and permit rules are pushing good people away
from such a great old soul way of life.
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York County Planning Commission: Darby Akers You're right, there are a lot of people that want the same type of living. How do you make the decision on who
receives the quiet area and how do you tell the property owner next door, they can 't build a house? Where will the next generation live if we stop building housing
units (house or apartment)? Not going to touch the HOA, that is an agreement between individuals in a group.
Nicki Duble: Moulstown and Eisenhower. Mainly traffic coming down 194S into Hanover. How about High Street and Kindig Lane? I know this has been so dramatic for
years bc they don’t want lights there. Why not a 3 way stop? It takes me 15 minutes to get from my home, which is right near Neiderers Pool, into Hanover which is less
than a two mile drive.
York County Planning Commission: Nicki Duble -High Street and Kindig is one of the locations that is anticipated to decrease if Eisenhower Drive extension would
be approved. We will pass this comment on to the Borough to find out if they have any future plans to make modifications. This location does not rank within the area
for congestion, since High Street is not delayed.
Wesley Rebert: Need to stop the two big home builders around here from building house on top of house and start evaluating better traffic flow before being allowed to
just build a 200 home development.
Kim Krebs: Wesley Rebert agreed!!
Wade West: These intersections definitely need some attention but what about the light in New Salem? Anyone that has traveled thru there in the evenings knows that
has to be close to the worst intersection in the county for congestion
York County Planning Commission: Wade West - You are correct, when you
calculate the delay per vehicle.....an individual waits longer at that intersection than any
other in the County. However, when you take into consideration how many people travel
the intersection and the overall community delay....it drops in the ranking. GOYORK 2045
does include this project in the Capital Improvements Program. The York Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization (YAMPO) approved funding for the project in February
and the plan shows $3.7 million for future improvements. The improvement is not
identified yet, but there is money to address the problem. FYI- the projects in the survey
are locations that were approved for funding yet.
Wade West: York County Planning Commission Thank you for the response and I'm
glad to see that improvements are scheduled for that intersection
Tylor Heller: Let's figure out something to cut the travel time from MD to Eisenhower in half. 16 years ago you could get through Hanover in no time. Now it takes all day
to get thro
York County Planning Commission: Tylor Heller You're correct about travel time increasing over time. It will continue to increase as people drive farther for
employment and population grows. The only way an individual can ensure the travel time does not increase is to choose to be closer to their destinations.
Tony Wagner: Obey the signs,at bloominggrove and grandview,stay off the shoulder,and it would be safe ,, idiots
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Posted on 5/27/21 at 3:41 PM: NEW EXIT 26 @ Canal Road: Interstate 83, the main North/South route through York County is in a
constant state of improvement, not only in our area, but regionally as well. The top location to be addressed is Emigsville, Exit 24, the
prefered transportation solution is to build a new interchnage at Canal Road. The Capital Improvements Plan associated with
GOYORK2045 includes $34 million to build a new interchange if approved. If it is not approved, GOYORK 2045 has laid out an order of
priority projects in Chapter 4. Anticipate that Federal Highway will make a determination in the next 6-10 months. With this knowledge
and understanding, what are your thoughts about adding a new interchange between Exit 24 (Emigsville) and Exit 28 (Strinestown) at
Canal Rd, mile marker 26? What do you think? You may provide your public comments here or provide comments in the 5 minute
survey included on www.GOYORK2045.com #GOYORK2045
Comments as follows:
1.
Sue Benna Hahn: I think the exit would be a great idea because of all the truck warehouses built in this area, unfortunately.
It would give them direct access from Manchester. However, that cost is astronomical! Seems the trucking firms should have to absorb
some the cost, because it wasn't needed before those thousands of truck bays.
York County Planning Commission: Sue Benna Hahn - This is the hardest part to determine.....who pays and how much. GOYORK
2045 plan identifies that the current process is not working and recommends the development of a new process. However, there is a
balance to achieve. If the community requires $ for every trip a building generates to address transportation, there is the potential for
any business growth and
the jobs they create not
coming to York.

Chris Strump: York County Planning Commission most, if not all, municipalities around here require a traffic improvement fee to be paid. This fee is calculated
by peak travel trips. Obviously these businesses don’t mind paying them to the municipalities because warehouses are going up. So the argument that making them
pay might keep them from coming to York is invalid.
York County Planning Commission: At what level of government is the tax revenue generated that should pay for this improvement? Property tax at the local
and/or county level? Sales tax, gas tax, income tax, business taxes are all collected at the State level and then redistributed at the State level. In Pennsylvania,
traditionally our State and local elected officials normally only use gas tax to pay for road improvements.....not always, but usually. This is the main reason that gas tax
is higher in PA....other states use other taxes to fund transportation.
Jack Ericson: Sue Benna Hahn the extra tax revenue brought in by these companies should be utilized to pay for it
Sue Benna Hahn: Jack Ericson but will they?
Jack Ericson: Sue Benna Hahn doubtful
York County Planning Commission: At what level of government is the tax revenue generated that should pay for this improvement? Property tax at the local
and/or county level? Sales tax, gas tax, income tax, business taxes are all collected at the State level and then redistributed at the State level. In Pennsylvania,
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traditionally our State and local elected officials normally only use gas tax to pay for road improvements.....not always, but usually. This is the main reason that gas tax
is higher in PA....other states use other taxes to fund transportation.
Kayla Ann: Will it alleviate the problem of the backup on Board Rd. to get onto 83? It is almost impossible to get out of Manchester to go south no matter if you go Board
Rd. To 83 or North George.
York County Planning Commission: Kayla Ann The I-83 Master Plan Study for Exit 24-28 was focused on
addressing the congestion at Exit 24 including Board Road. We anticipate a large portion of traffic will choose to
use a new interchange and stop using exit 24......would you be one? Even with a new interchange there is still
plenty of attractions and destinations closer to Exit 24 than exit 26....that traffic would probably choose to
continue to use Exit 24 and access the interchange using Board Road. A new interchange will help and will make a
noticeable difference, but board road will not be without traffic. It is anticipate that projects will still be needed
at Exit 24 even with Exit 26. Here is a link to the overall list of projects included in GOYORK 2045 surrounding Exit
24-28. A clip of the list has been included below. https://www.ycpc.org/.../Chapter-Four---Corridor-Areas-PDF
Casey Harrison: Absolutely! This project is a must. I thought that this should happen 16+ years ago. There needs to
be better I-83 access for trucks that service the warehouses in that location.
York County Planning Commission: Casey Harrison - Thank you for your comment- make sure you take the
survey included in the original post.
Tom Gracey: This Exit should have been completed already. The number of warehouses built in this area in the last five years has exceeded the capabilities of the roads.
These country roads were not made for tractor trailers. Locust Point Road is a perfect example. There are two curves that can't be negotiated by tractor trailers without
crossing the centerline into the oncoming lane. Specifically where Bowers Bridge Road connects to it and about a block past the Conewago Township Sewer Plant. This
country road is used frequently by truckers to get on I-83 at Strinestown. If a police officer saw me crossing a double yellow centerline into the other lane he would pull
me over and more than likely give me a ticket. Yet these truckers do it regularly on a daily basis. The local police either don't care or more likely turn a blind eye to it.
Thank goodness no one I've heard has lost their life on these curves. Doesn't mean it couldn't or may not happen though. So here is one good reason how many more do
you need?
York County Planning Commission: Tom Gracey If you go back in time, 16 years ago. Exit 14 and 15 (Dead Man's Curve) was under construction and there was
a decision at that point to prioritize Exit 18 over other locations and next was Exit 19 (Market Street) and Exit 21 (US 30) and Exit 22 (George Street). Basically, there
has been a lot of investment during that period. NOT taking into consideration the issues with the contractor at Exit 18, which project would you have moved to
complete this project and why?
John Clouser: York County Planning Commission I think it should be done to make traffic safer and also will help more companies that want to move into the
area as well.
Ellie Bova Nowak: Personally I'm leaning no. One of my frustrations with 83 in general is the density of exits around York. We end up having not a passing (left) and a
traffic (right) lane, but a "through" lane and a "merging" lane! Adding another exit right when it starts to spread out a bit would just prolong that congestion. In addition,
everyone seems to be talking about how the new exit is needed in response to the many new warehouses and increased truck traffic in the area. If we add another exit,
we will only see that problem worsen, with more and more companies coming into the area. We can't outbuild the warehouses.
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York County Planning Commission: That is a good point concerning the spacing and interesting that Federal Highway has a 5 mile goal between exits in Rural
Areas and a mile in Urban Areas. Overtime the area around Canal as grown and now the area is considered Urban by the US Census and therefore is open to having less
than the 5 mile Rural Separation. One thing to consider, the merge lanes on the older ramps are the cause for that issue as much as the spacing. If the on and off ramps
were to standards, you would feel the impact less on the two main lines. You are absolutely correct, we can not build our way out. The easier the traffic access the
more desirable for development.
Ellie Bova Nowak: York County Planning Commission very interesting re Urban vs Rural! Thank you!
John Clouser: York County Planning Commission good points I think any decision you make will have its pros and cons. That’s why we have you guys to figure
that out for us and I think you will make the right decision.
Amanda Lockard: Ellie Bova Nowak I was thinking the same…
Brian McKenna: I am all for this. I take 83 to work and this would be a god send. Also alleviates traffic from Emigsville and Strinestown.
York County Planning Commission: Would you pay a toll to get off at a new exit? Make sure you take the survey included in the original post.
Chrissy Nehmsmann: I don't travel that area enough for my opinion to have as much weight as others, but it seems to be a good idea to have more and better places to
get on and off 83 in York. The interstate was built decades ago when we had less traffic. I don't think a lot of I83 through York is equipped for the kind of traffic it sees
anymore
York County Planning Commission: Chrissy Nehmsmann - That is a good observation. There have been a lot of changes in the vehicles since I-83 was built. In
addition to Exit 26, there is another project that just started and will be occurring over the next few years. https://www.i83northyork.com/
Christopher Long: Save the money on the exit and let’s build a bridge from Manchester to Bainbridge across the Susquehanna!!!
York County Planning Commission: Christopher Long - You are the second person that commented on that bridge during this public comment period. We
suggested that a bridge connecting the two would be tolled.....how much would you pay per trip? How many days a year would you make the trip? How many others
would make the same trip? A new bridge would be more than $100 million (Turnpike bridge was more than $150 million in 2005, but more lanes). What is the reason
to access Lancaster County in that manner? Housing, jobs, recreation?
Christopher Long: York County Planning Commission seeing as I’m from Elizabethtown I would make the trip quite often... The convenience of the bridge would
make any price to pay for crossing worth it!
Diane Fidler Garman: All the additional truck traffic on local roads is terrible. The warehouses are in close proximity to 83 and the proposed exit 26 is needed to ease this
congestion. It is my understanding that approval was granted because this exit was planned in the past and keeps getting moved further into the future. The sooner the
better
York County Planning Commission: Diane Fidler Garman The location has been supported by various local officials over the years. However, there was never an
official submission to Federal Highway until this year. Even if approved tomorrow, there are several
projects that need to be finished on roads leading to and away from Exit 26....or we would have just
relocated the problems when the additional traffic is on Canal Road. So at the earliest, this project could
be physically constructed is 8 years to complete the pre-requisite projects and then design the
interchange. However, funding is a different issue. The funding for the next four years is already
approved on other projects.....so, this project is proposed to be funded in 2035 in the proposed GOYORK
2045 plan. you can see the full plan at https://www.ycpc.org/.../GOYORK-2045-The-Metropolitan...
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York County Planning Commission: Here is a section from Chapter 4 that discusses the priorities between Exit
24-28, the plan lays out two different priorities depending on which way Federal Highway responds to the proposal.
There is more in the full Chapter 4 page 93 of the document. https://www.ycpc.org/.../Chapter-Four---Corridor-AreasPDF
9. Paul Hundertmark: Absolutely add it!
10. York County Planning Commission: Make sure you take the survey included in the original post. It does not talk about
Exit 26, but it has other projects and actions, we would appreciate your views. Thank you
11. Michael Schriefer: 34 million. WTF. No wonder our taxes are outrageous
York County Planning Commission: Michael Schriefer -I'm assuming you mean all taxes...or are you specifically
talking about certain tax in particular? Which would you rather have? The project or no tax increase? $34 million over the 450,000 people in York is $75 per person.
Michael Schriefer: York County Planning Commission do all 450000 pay taxes????? Clarify your numbers. Also. Instead of increasing taxes. Have an external
audit conducted. Cut wasteful spending. Justify you’ve done everything to not just increase taxes. Show us. Justify the increase. It is our money after all isn’t it? Once
that is done. Then plan for the future expenditure instead of spending money you don’t have. We aren’t your zero interest spending account. We certainly don’t have
the luxury of frivolous Un planned spending. So why should you be able to continuously do that with my tax dollars???????
Michael Schriefer: York County Planning Commission if my rough data is correct. Per census.gov York Pa residents 2019 - 449,058 % under the age of 18 - 22%
= 89,812 So that’s roughly 359,246 people over 18. With your horribly basic math still being wrong that would be about $95 per person. If all 359,246 people pay taxes
(which they don’t) that is a big increase. Especially when people are trying to catch up from the COVID BS. Plus - where is your unequivocal guarantee this won’t turn
into the Mt. Rose trainwreck that is a compete and utter failure. Bottom line. You tried to BS me with bad numbers. Have a terrible track record in any type of highway
planning. 83 is absolutely TRASHED....... No I DO NOT approve of you essentially stealing more of our hard earned money. To be honest. You should be ashamed of
yourselves for even thinking this when you have 2 major projects not completed and 83 is a mess!!!!!!!
Michael Schriefer: York County Planning Commission ok. Where did this $34 million come from? The Mount Rose trainwreck is 100% inexcusable. It has
inconvenienced everyone in the county in some way for the last however many years and our out of state visitors. The FACT that you can’t guarantee that won’t happen
again is pathetic. That means no research, risk assessment, audit, after action review etc has been completed. It is a glaring black eye on whoever was responsible for
that project and laughable that y’all think there is ANY faith and confidence in whoever to even start another project. Get your ducks in a row. FIRE those who obviously
can’t do their jobs and get back to the drawing board. Zero faith and confidence in ANY future projects run by you guys. Put a poll out and find out the truth. That will
open your eyes.
York County Planning Commission: Michael Schriefer -The $34 million set-aside for the project is out of the current funding amounts, with no increase needed.
The question about the project vs the tax increase was to determine if you thought the project was worth the money....not really about a tax increase. The $75 number
was just to relate the total cost of the project to an individual resident (not taking out the under 18). Your right the math was a very quick reference point and comparing
the transportation funding to the population is not appropriate if you are looking for detailed calculations. The calculation should be based on the miles the average
person drives and the miles per gallon consumption of your vehicle. We do not have access to that type of data, therefore a quick reference was used. You're also
correct, there is no guarantee that a future project will not have the same issues as Mount Rose Avenue. Although it is no consolation to those impacted by the delays
at Mount Rose Avenue on a daily/yearly basis. That type of contract issue on behalf of a private construction firm is not the normal interaction between the State and
private industry.
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York County Planning Commission: Michael Schriefer -The $34 million set-aside for the project is out of the current funding amounts, with no increase needed.
The question about the project vs the tax increase was to determine if you thought the project was
worth the money....not really about a tax increase. The $75 number was just to relate the total cost of
the project to an individual resident (not taking out the under 18). Your right the math was a very quick
reference point and comparing the transportation funding to the population is not appropriate if you
are looking for detailed calculations. The calculation should be based on the miles the average person
drives and the miles per gallon consumption of your vehicle. We do not have access to that type of
data, therefore a quick reference was used. You're also correct, there is no guarantee that a future
project will not have the same issues as Mount Rose Avenue. Although it is no consolation to those
impacted by the delays at Mount Rose Avenue on a daily/yearly basis. That type of contract issue on
behalf of a private construction firm is not the normal interaction between the State and private
industry.
12. David Small: I think our main concern is to have a limited access Rt. 30 bypass South of York. Run it off of the present Rt. 30 west of 616 route is south of York and have
it merge into the present rt. 30 east of rt. 24. What is now rt. 30 where the by pass starts East of 616 could be made Bus. 30 to where the new bypass would end East of
24. That would ease the gridlock on present rt. 30 between Kenneth Rd. and North Hills Rd. and ease the traffic on Country Club Rd. and Mt. Rose Ave.
York County Planning Commission: David Small - What percentage of US30 traffic travels from 616 to 24? From that traffic, what is the amount of traffic that
would choose to use a new path? That would be the amount of traffic that would be "pulled" onto a new Southern Bypass. Any ideas where that could be built? This is
a concept that has been discussed in concept plan after concept plan for the transportation network since the 60's. We know that there are gas taxes, but the tax
revenue has trouble keeping up with the maintenance of the existing roads, how would you pay for a new limited access highway? Tolls, Property Taxes, vehicle
registration increases or a outside the box solution? Thank you for the comment and please make sure you take the survey included in the original post and distribute
to your friends and family.
David Small: York County Planning Commission It could be started somewhere west of 616, run south of York south of College Ave. ext., then veer south of
Country Club Rd., continue northeastwardly and merge into the present Rt. 30 bypass East of Rt.24. This is just a rough sketch. Traffic going to destinations outside of
York Co. would use the new bypass and local traffic could use 462 or the present rt. 30 which could be routed as Bus. 30. Being a US highway I would think we could
get funding from the Federal Govt.
York County Planning Commission: In 2003, we did a very rough estimate of traffic going through the US Route 30 corridor. Based on turning movements at
each signalized intersection on US Route 30, 75% of the traffic turned on or off of Route 30 in between North Hills Road and Kenneth Road. That would mean less than
25% of traffic would use a bypass, therefore the cost to build vs the use would not be justified. www.goyork2045.com you can see the full GOYORK 2045 plan. Chapter
7 discusses the funding and the image below shows the projected funding. The money that we receive includes our share of the Federal and State funding already.
13. Roger Racer: 26 then 24 to relieve traffic at 24
York County Planning Commission: Roger Racer This reply was originally posted on another comment on this post. The I-83 Master Plan Study for Exit 24-28 was
focused on addressing the congestion at Exit 24 including Board Road. We anticipate a large portion of traffic will choose to use a new interchange and stop using exit
24......would you be one? Even with a new interchange there is still plenty of attractions and destinations closer to Exit 24 than exit 26....that traffic would probably
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choose to continue to use Exit 24 and access the interchange using Board Road. A new interchange will help and will make a noticeable difference, but Board Road will
not be without traffic. It is anticipated that projects will still be needed at Exit 24 even with Exit 26. Here is a link to the overall list of projects included in GOYORK 2045
surrounding Exit 24-28. A clip of the list has been included below. https://www.ycpc.org/.../Chapter-Four---Corridor-Areas-PDF What did your comment "921 not
complete yet" mean?
14. Kenny Ott: Yes! Add it! With the construction of two new large industrial buildings off of exit 24 in addition to the
already heavy truck traffic, the new exit would alleviate a lot of traffic congestion
York County Planning Commission: A new interchange is estimated at $34 million at this point. All of York
County receives $33 million a year to maintain over 1300 miles of road and more than 800 bridges. On average
bridges cost more than a million dollars. Say a bridge last 100 years (easy math), that means we need to replace
8 bridges per year to replace all of them within 100 years. In order to do this interchange, we need to postpone
about 33 bridges. That is 4 and half years of bridge work. Is there another funding source you would support?
Maybe tolling a new interchange (just the on and off ramps) or developer contributions?
15. Jess Peiffer: This should have been started 5 years ago
16. Roger Racer: What year
York County Planning Commission: Here is the image from the plan that shows the years for
enhancements to the system. I'll let you look for yourself. Don't forget to take the survey listed in the original post.
Jack Ericson: York County Planning Commission 2033/2036!? Are you kidding?
Brian Moul: York County Planning Commission That's great but Exit 26 needs to be built NOW, not by 2040. The recent proliferation of warehouses, businesses
and residential developments in the vicinity of Exit 24 has choked that interchange far in excess of its rated
capacity
York County Planning Commission: Jack Ericson In the listing, there are other improvements that
need to happen prior to an interchange...The project at the top of the list is the implementation of the I-83
Exit 24-28 Implementation study. This is to improve intersections like the Susquehanna Trail and Canal;
Musser Street, Canal Road Extended and Board Road prior to an interchange being constructed. Which
project on that list would you move to 2033 in order to have the $34 million to build the project sooner?
Also, the North York Widening project is over $300 million and is just starting construction......so that will go
until 2027.....Improving Exit 24 is the next priority after that project.
York County Planning Commission: Brian Moul How should we pay for the now? Here is what was replied to the comment prior to your post. In the listing, there
are other improvements that need to happen prior to an interchange...The project at the top of the list is the implementation of the I-83 Exit 24-28 Implementation
study. This is to improve intersections like the Susquehanna Trail and Canal; Musser Street, Canal Road Extended and Board Road prior to an interchange being
constructed. Which project on that list would you move to 2033 in order to have the $34 million to build the project sooner? Also, the North York Widening project is
over $300 million and is just starting construction......so that will go until 2027.....Improving Exit 24 is the next priority after that project.
Jack Ericson: York County Planning Commission I just don't understand why you're asking for input on something that wouldn't happen for over 20 years! In 20
years we're going to be flying around like the Jetson's.
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York County Planning Commission: Jack Ericson In the listing, there are other improvements that need to happen prior to an interchange...The project at the
top of the list is the implementation of the I-83 Exit 24-28 Implementation study. This is to improve intersections like the Susquehanna Trail and Canal; Musser Street,
Canal Road Extended and Board Road prior to an interchange being constructed. Which project on that list would you move to 2033 in order to have the $34 million to
build the project sooner? Also, the North York Widening project is over $300 million and is just starting construction......so that will go until 2027.....Improving Exit 24 is
the next priority after that project.
York County Planning Commission: Brian Moul How should we pay for the now? Here is what was replied to the comment prior to your post. In the listing, there
are other improvements that need to happen prior to an interchange...The project at the top of the list is the implementation of the I-83 Exit 24-28 Implementation
study. This is to improve intersections like the Susquehanna Trail and Canal; Musser Street, Canal Road Extended and Board Road prior to an interchange being
constructed. Which project on that list would you move to 2033 in order to have the $34 million to build the project sooner? Also, the North York Widening project is
over $300 million and is just starting construction......so that will go until 2027.....Improving Exit 24 is the next priority after that project.
17. Jimmy Glatfelter: I feel like it'll suck for those that take Canal as a travel route but for the love of god something needs done because Board/Church are disaster during
rush hour. Hell, trying to leave Manchester during rush hour is a joke. There's like 3 routes to get to York and all are clogged at those times.
York County Planning Commission: Jimmy Glatfelter- Do you have any reservations that the roadways we want are for one hour of the day and the other 23
hours, we have more than enough? There are also improvements that were approved in February for funding to improve Exit 24 SB off Ramp and adding another lane
from SB off ramp to the Susquehanna Trail headed WB, those projects should be to construction in 2024.
Vicki Jacoby: This all should have been done before all the warehouses were approved for construction. Planning commission needs to sit along Locust Point Rd
for 1 full day and watch the Trucks heading for exit 28. It's dangerous 24/7!
York County Planning Commission: Vicki Jacoby - The decisions to approve warehouses, or backyard pools is the decision of the municipality. We advise
municipalities that there is no money for transportation improvements and lay out plans like this one to provide guidance on when funding would be available.
Sometimes the advice is taken and sometimes it is not.
Robin Kauffman: Jimmy Glatfelter I agree with you
18. Michael Nace: Get the company doing Mt. Rose then we can see it done in about 50 yrs
York County Planning Commission: Michael Nace - Unfortunately, that company will be barred from working in PA again, but maybe ACME Company is available.
Hopefully you have a chance to take the survey include in the original post.
Michael Nace: York County Planning Commission I’m not taking your survey. Road construction in PA is a joke. That’s why we will moving out of PA within the
year
York County Planning Commission: Thank you for letting us know why you are not participating
Roger Racer: 921 not complete yet
19. Wesley Peacekeeper Mummert: No thank you
York County Planning Commission: Wesley Peacekeeper Mummert -Is your rejection based on the cost of the project, the traffic need, the changes in land use
associated with a new interchange or another objection? We facilitated a discussion with the municipalities and residents in the fall to evaluate what the zoning should
be within a 5 minute drive time of a proposed interchange. The final report and a proposed addition to each municipalities comprehensive plan will be going through
the formal public hearing and comment period in the near future. The concept is to only modify the zoning if a new interchange is approved, funded and built. Here is
the link to a map that shows the zoning that wad presented at the last public meeting in January, this map is based on a new interchange being installed at Exit
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20.
21.

22.

23.

24.

26. https://www.ycpc.org/.../Draft-Future-Land-Use-Plan-PDF... Here is the link to the full I-83 Exit 26 page, this shows additional information including a maps of the
existing land use. https://www.ycpc.org/461/I-83-Master-Plan Thank you for your comment and please share the survey.
Norm Marks: 100% for a new exit at Canal!! There have been so many new warehouses and businesses going into that area and I believe the Emigsville exit is beginning
to get overloaded.
Cori Lynn Garry: This would be awesome because I live on Susquehanna Trail and I know how terrible the traffic is... however please take that into consideration that
though this is largely zoned commercial there are still people that live here residentially and will need to get to their homes, so if you’re working on the strinestown exit
and Emigsville exit and putting in a canal rd exit then that’s going to cause major issues for the people who live around here just trying to get home.
York County Planning Commission: Cori Lynn Garry - Good point, all three would not be worked on at the same time.
Dawn Maria Shaffer: How about finishing Mt Rose and fix Emigsville exit, then make plans for more 83 exits! 83 is a unsafe joke! And Emigsville is horrible patched holes
and just a fricken mess!
York County Planning Commission: Dawn Maria Shaffer - The York Area Metropolitan Planning Organization is focused on fixing I-83 Exit 24 (Emigsville). The I83 Masterplan Study was focused on addressing the traffic congestion at that location. The recommendation that was included in the study, was to build a new
interchange at Exit 26 (Canal Road), to pull traffic out of Exit 24 and improve operations,. Here is the link to the full report https://www.ycpc.org/Docum.../View/1166/I83-Master-Plan-PDF
As with most jobs, there are different roles. Our role as the Planning Commission is to look towards the future and pick the next projects. PennDOT is in charge
of construction. FYI- the next project is I-83 Exit 19-Exit 22. This location would be after that project is completed. Maintenance is an ongoing effort, please take the
survey in the original post and rank the actions. This will help us to decide which projects to select in the future.
Dawn Maria Shaffer: York County Planning Commission improve Operations? Than fix 83 pavement issues and already started Mt Rose. Than worry about
adding more construction to 83! Just making a bigger mess not cleaning up the ones that haven't been touched in a yr. But obviously started. We pay a lot of gas tax
that's supposed to fix our roads. Where is that tax money going? Because every road in Pa is horrible! Why start more when we need the things already started finished!
It's been years and no where near fixed or safely drivable.
Danielle Robison: That would be amazing! There's a ton of truck traffic on the trail between Strinestown and Canal. It would really help alleviate the traffic in the residential
sections.
York County Planning Commission: Danielle Robison - Since the land use along the trail is already split between village (Zions View) and industrial to the north.
Are you concerned that the Distribution Center traffic on the Trail will come south through Zions View if Exit 26 would be built? At least when truck traffic is headed
south on I-83?
Danielle Robison: York County Planning Commission I actually think the new exit would reduce the current traffic. I live on the Susquehanna Trail between
Strinestown and Canal. If there was an exit there, I'm not sure trucks would have a reason to drive the section of the trail I live on. The only reason they do now is
because they get off at Strinestown to get to the warehouses on Canal.
York County Planning Commission: Thank you for your insight.
Nichole Marie: I live in this area and can see the pros and cons of adding a new exit. I hope they are going to consider a repaving of I 83 as it is horrible in this general
area.
York County Planning Commission: Nichole Marie - As the next four year program 2023-2026 program is developed and approved, we will be evaluating this
area of I-83 and comparing the condition to other areas of I-83 to program resurfacing projects....meanwhile, the patching of I-83 will continue.
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25. Adam Keyser: It's fine either way. It allows trucks to access 83 over running the trail, canal, and locust point roads. It'll add more start and stops. Keeping large vehicles
off the municipal roads will save taxpayers money by eliminating damage to roadways. Also, in the next 20 years conewago twp will benefit from an interchange due to
the growth to be from Pasch between susquehanna trail and lewisberry rd. But we need to understand that warehouses along this corridor allows companies a straight
line to transport goods. Ultimately i can see a 6 lane highway from possibly queen st to emigsville or further within a decade. Thru traffic stays left.
York County Planning Commission: Adam Keyser - Thank you for the comment.
26. Sara Hoak: Keith Rachael Tony
Rachael Havice Duncan: Sara Hoak damn
Joann W Pfaff: Has anyone considered this is one of the main roads the school buses in the area use.
Sara Hoak: Joann W Pfaff I just think of the congestion going almost anywhere during construction
Joann W Pfaff: It's right in the middle of our district and there really is no Alternate route available.
Sara Hoak: Joann W Pfaff EXACTLY
27. Ralph Erdenbrack: An exit at Cannal rd would relive a lot of the traffic at Emicsville. No matter what they do to the Emicsville exit there's still going to be a lot of traffic.
We need to slim down the traffic an exit at Cannal Rd would do that
York County Planning Commission: Ralph Erdenbrack - That is what the I-83 Master Plan for Exit 24-28 stated as well. Even with a new Exit 26 at Canal Road,
there will be additional improvements needed at Exit 24 Emigsville. Here is the link to the www.i83exit26.com page. Also, chapter 4 of the GOYORK 2045 plan lays out
the priority of projects that goes along with a new interchange. If we just build an interchange other intersections will fail....so there are some surrounding improvements
that need addressed prior to an interchange. Check out the proposed priorities here. https://www.ycpc.org/.../Chapter-Four---Corridor-Areas-PDF
28. Tim Trexler: Yes, please do! And give us a bridge from York Haven to Marietta
York County Planning Commission
Tim Trexler - If you agree to pay a $50 toll every time you go across, we can talk ;)
Tim Moose: Buy a boat. It'll be faster and cheaper
Tim Trexler: Tim Moose that's currently the plan lol
29. Joe Schäufele: Yes, this new exit would be vital to the growth and prosperity of York County.
York County Planning Commission: Joe Schäufele - Will a new interchange serve new growth or will help address the growth that already developed?
Joe Schäufele: York County Planning Commission both.
30. Paul Crouse: Ohh look 10 more years of construction
York County Planning Commission: Paul Crouse - You're right, there will always be construction in order to continue to improve our community.
31. Carl Brillhart: Definitely needs it
Shares as follows:
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Shared by Jim McClure on May 28 at 9:26AM: A chance to weigh in on the proposed Canal Road/I 83 interchange! And an answer about
cost: $34 million. Thoughts?
Comments as follows:
Darrell Asper Jr: Wasn't Kinsley going to do this decades ago for free?
Juneen Fink: That was when they wanted to put the incinerator in that location for the trucks to have easy access to it. But
nobody wanted that stinky thing built in that area.
2.
Bob Amend: New 15 year project.
Linda Thieme: Bob Amend not if they give the contract to the company doing the MT. Rose project, then it will be a 30 year
project
Cindy Spangler Wilson: Linda Thieme I believe that changed from 1 to 3 different companies involved there!
Linda Thieme: Cindy Spangler Wilson the only company I heard about since the beginning was Cherry Hill Construction.
Cheryl Fetrow: Linda Thieme the locusts will be back twice maybe
3.
Michael Welt: Finish Mt. Rose Ave. Interchange first and have whoever repaved 83 south of Mt. Rose Ave. do the job!
4.
Sharon Kohler: Isn’t that we’re Pasch is building his new town on Canal rd
Alaskan Malamutes-Always:Sharon Kohler omg that guy is still around....
5. Bill Henze: Definitely needed, can only hope the trucks are forced to use it.
6. Orval Ferguson: And there goes the neighborhood
7. Kim R Leppo Weibley: Finish Mount Rose Ave FIRST!!!!!
8. Michael McAdams
9. 100 year plan. Like mt Rose.
10. Clay Shaw: Hurry before we moved to New Mexico
11. Tom Gracey: This Exit should have been completed already. The number of warehouses built in this area in the last five years has exceeded the capabilities of the roads.
These country roads were not made for tractor trailers. Locust Point Road is a perfect example. There are two curves that can't be negotiated by tractor trailers without
crossing the centerline into the oncoming lane. Specifically where Bowers Bridge Road connects to it and about a block past the Conewago Township Sewer Plant. This
country road is used frequently by truckers to get on I-83 at Strinestown. If a police officer saw me crossing a double yellow centerline into the other lane he would pull
me over and more than likely give me a ticket. Yet these truckers do it regularly on a daily basis. The local police either don't care or more likely turn a blind eye to it.
Thank goodness no one I've heard has lost their life on these curves. Doesn't mean it couldn't or may not happen though. So here is one good reason how many more do
you need?
Jennifer Gillen: Us who have Houses on Locust point rd know that there is no way Trucks should be on this rd. They dont stay in the lanes they shake our whole
house. pay me big time buy me out and they can have my house
Tom Gracey: Jennifer Gillen I know of 2 for sale within a couple hundred yards of the sewer Plant. Feel bad for anyone living on that road. Nobody moves to the
country to have tractor trailers rattling your property...UGH!
1.
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Jennifer Gillen: Tom Gracey i know I live right down from the sewer plant
12. Mary Homsher: Very much needed
13. Richard Blankenship: If needed do it, but make certain it doesn’t become another Mt. Rose boondoggle! HIRE KINSLEY!
14. Barry Ness: Already answered this question 2-5 times already. Just re-run my answer. NO EXIT there!! PA legislators don't have the "juice or money" to payoff those in
the Fed. Transportation in DC. UNless ALL expenses for ramps/bridge/signage/etc AND ALL future mantainence upkeep (to Fed level's) and ALL public access to
ramps/bridge FOREVER!!!!
15. Richard Santiago: They wide canal rd for new exit for new exit. It go be expensive buy land for right way because new warehouse just build their.
16. Dave Smith: They can’t even maintain the roads we have with the funding available, now another 34 million???? Guess another .10 cent/gallon tax hike in the way. Let
the businesses that are beating the roads to hell fund it ....
Keri Leaman: Dave Smith and gas tax funds go to pay the state police. If it went back into infrastructure like it was supposed to, projects like this wouldn't be as
much of an issue.
Vicky Moran: Pennsylvania's tax system is nothing but one big shell game, robbing Peter to pay Paul especially with less and less federal funding for cities and
townships. So of course the local governments are ditching their more expensive police contracts and going with state police coverage. Plus then we have the more
powerful politicians in Harrisburg pulling strings for larger chunks money for their counties while others struggle with little to nothing, then add the shifty contractors
who bid artificially low and then try to milk more and more money from the state and finally mix in that PA has a lot road mileage and voila it's officially a real cluster.
So the state in it's infinite wisdom tries to convince us the only way to keep the roads in good condition is to change every stretch of road into a toll road which they
can turn around and privatize by leasing it all out and then those people don't fix them.
17. Peter Carli: The Canal Road interchange was needed 30 years ago. Taking the excess truck traffic off of Board Road and the Susquehanna Trail would be quite welcome.
18. Cecil Worley: It will only lead to more congestion and more warehouses a never ending cycle
19. Kristen Spangler: How about we sink some money into resurfacing 83 before we all need to replace our struts, shocks and tyres yearly?
20. Connie Eisenhart: I grew up partly in the old stone house that sat where 83 crosses Canal. Those were some of my better childhood memories there and the old stone
barn where I would go ride horses up through the orchards that were behind Maple Press. If anyone has pics of the old house that once stood there.....built by the Rev.
John Quickle I'd be thrilled to see them.
Paul Quickel: John wasn't a Rev. He was a J.P. Here's the datestone he carved and placed in the end of the house.
Paul Quickel: John was my ancestor. My grandfather and I have traced the ownership of the farm. Were you related to the Gladfelters?
Paul Quickel: The orchard was Bear's orchard. The owners were my Dad's Aunt and Uncle
Connie Eisenhart: Paul Quickel thank you so much!! That house and barn where I spent so much time meant so much much to me in my life. I really appreciate
ii
Connie Eisenhart: Paul Quickel that pic is from before we lived there but I know that truck. The Gladfelters (Whitey and Ella)owned owned it. They were my
stepmothers parent's. Ran an upholstery business out of the garage.
Connie Eisenhart: I remember the stone. These pics are wonderful. I loved that house so much and cried when they destroyed it and the barn.(which was owned
by the Kneppers)
Paul Quickel: Then you probably know Todd Etter. I went to school with him.
Connie Eisenhart: Paul Quickel I ummmm kinda used to date him
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21. Paul Quickel: This is a map of the area. The red dots are where the Quickel Farm was. The Expressway is about 25 feet or more above Canal Road at that point so any
interchange will have to be constructed where the land rises back up to the level of 83. The Blue Rectangle is where the trucking terminals are being built along 83. To
the South Bear Rd and Sinking Springs Rd are already right next to 83 and both could be used to access existing trucking and manufacturing facilities. The land North of
Canal could have been used to put the interchange right at the new trucking terminals without bringing the traffic into Canal and then circling back to the terminals. The
destruction of a historical home and adding all the truck traffic to Canal Road is another example of big corporations lacking respect for the average citizens.
22. Jomarys Cruz: Me encanta la idea
Soul-Marie Martinez: Jomarys Cruz si
Posted on 5/27/21 at 6:36 PM: Roosevelt and US 30: Does congestion have you seething with road rage? The intersection of Roosevelt
Avenue and Route 30 is one of the most congested areas in York County. We are looking for your ideas on how to reduce congestion
and make the area safer. Read about the proposed selection process, safety performance measures and other data trends in the safety
section of the updated Metropolitan Transportation Plan. The plan and a 5-minute survey are available at GOYORK2045.com
#GOYORK2045
Comments are as follows:

4.
5.

6.

7.

1.
David E Wood: Great news they’ll use the same company that’s doing the mt rose project
2.
Aj Stenclik: The latest viral outbreak! MtROSE-21 A 10 mile infection radius
3.
Samantha Ross: Can we look into widening Red Lion's Main Street, the section south of the square? People don't know how
to street park and get in the way of traffic, so cars have to go over the double yellow line to get around the poorly parked vehicles
which causes concern regarding fender benders with cars having to do the same traveling the other direction.
Prieto Malave: How about fixing YORK CITY STREETS
Norm Marks: When going east on Rte 30 and turning left onto Roosevelt, there are so many cars trying to turn left here that traffic backs up into the left hand lane of Rte
30 and causes congestion here. 3 comments/suggestions: 1) Increase the left hand turn light by about 5-10 seconds 2) Lengthen the left hand turn lane so more cars can
wait in this lane (there appears to be some median here you can convert?) 3) Much more extensive would be building a bypass north of York to bypass the Rte 30. I think
part of the reason so many cars turn left here is to take the back roads (Church, Greenbriar etc.) to avoid all of the lights further east of this intersection. Thanks for the
opportunity to post here
Jessica Rembold: Get 30 on the same light cycle! The traffic and congestion would decrease if you could make it through more than 1 light at a time. If you turn on 30
from George Street heading west every single light turns red. It is so crazy, I'm not from here and I've never seen a highway that doesn't keep lights green to move traffic
Travis Grynosauruswrex: Jessica Rembold I second this! Synchronize the lights eastbound and westbound during peak hours to alleviate traffic! It's ridiculous to
be stopped at nearly every light.
Brook Kerr: Making the turn light on Roosevelt on to 30 East a little longer would also help. So many times people having to sit through 2-3 light cycles just to get through
that light.
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York County Planning Commission: Brook Kerr When you are sitting though the 2 or 3 light cycles, are there other cars going through the intersection from other
directions (US 30 or the opposing side of Roosevelt Avenue)? In order to give more time to Roosevelt Avenue turn lanes, the time must be removed from another
direction, which would possibly move delay from Roosevelt to US 30. If US 30 increases delay, the traffic could flow over into the neighboring intersections of Kenneth
and Fairlane. If you experience times that there are no vehicles going through the intersection, please let us know. If you could provide time and day, that would be the
best. We can pull the information from the system and evaluate the timing of the lights to see if changes need to be made. You can message to this account or call the
YCPC office at 717-771-9870 or email planner@ycpc.org Hopefully you had time to take the survey and share it with your family and friends.
Brook Kerr: York County Planning Commission yes cars are moving freely through that intersection. Even if that turn light was 10 seconds longer it would be a
huge improvement. It seems to be worse now that the the new upmc hospital is right there. Anytime between 7:30 am- to about 6:30 pm you usually have to wait
through at least 2 light cycles to be able to make it through that light, even with the double turn lanes.
Krystal Javor: York County Planning Commission The Roosevelt light being shorter is going to cause other issues like accidents. The light allows enough time for
4-5 cars to get through it. Its nothing to see 4 more car run the red light just to get through it because the know it's a long wait until you get another green. I'm so
surprised there's hasn't been way more accidents there from it
Brandy Warner: Brook Kerr very true
8. April Michelle: The turn lane on Rt 74 to get onto 30 E needs to be lengthened. Same with the turn lane on 74 going into Delco Plaza. Both overflow into the regular lane
and cause delay. Thanks for evaluating needed changes.
York County Planning Commission: April Michelle - We will add this location to the list of recommendations.
9. Travis Urey: Rt. 30 @ Toronita St. needs a change, turning lane to Round the clock and Starbucks backs everything up
York County Planning Commission: Travis Urey - Here is the new design of the intersection. The link to the page is
also included so you can find out other information as well. https://www.i83northyork.com/ Here is a direct link to a project
visualization video of the area. https://www.i83northyork.com/project-visualizations
10. Nate Holtzinger: When traveling west on 30, the left turning lane to turn towards KFC/Chick-Fil-A needs to be extanded. Traffic
in that turning lane backs up that entire lane on 30 so badly cus of the fast food places/mall there
York County Planning Commission: Nate Holtzinger - Yes, that improvement was approved for funding a few years
ago. This is captured in the Capital Improvements Program of GOYORK 2045, the 2021-2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan for York
County. The image below if a page from the CIP, that describes improvements that are important, but should be captured inside of routine
maintenance projects. The full CIP can be found here https://www.ycpc.org/.../Capital-Improvement-Plan-CIP-PDF The full GOYORK 2045
Plan can be found here. https://www.ycpc.org/.../GOYORK-2045-The-Metropolitan...
Since this location was not identified as a "stand alone" project. That means that the left turn lane will be evaluated and hopefully
redesigned (still needs evaluated for the impacts to right of way) the next time a major maintenance project is planned for on US Route 30.
This decision was made due to the amount of redesign that a "simple" left turn extension includes. Mostly concerning the drainage work
and right-of way or property needed. The design work and evaluation if the maintenance is needed for US 30 from Carlisle Road Exit (74) to
North George Street is currently getting started with a scheduled 2022 or 2023 construction.
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11. Lena Scully: How about we properly pave the fking roads first. Can't drive thru York without getting whiplash and busting up your car. How many millions a year does
Kinsley get paid to chop the roads only to repave 13times and still have potholes.
Posted 6/10/21 at 4:14 PM: Do speed limit signs control speeding? It's not always that simple. Traffic calming uses physical design
features to reduce vehicle speeds. Narrower lanes require drivers to slow down, pay more attention, and "thread the needle" through
a tight, built environment. How do you rank traffic calming? Take the GOYORK2045 survey and learn more about safety actions at
GOYORK2045.com #GOYORK2045
Comments as follows:

2.

3.

1.
Chris OToole: Make the road more narrow? Wider vehicles, more commercial traffic, all you are doing is sacrificing speed for
more accidents and property damage
York County Planning Commission: Chris OToole - Yes, you are correct. The action is to reduce crashes, but it doesn't say to
reduce the speed limit. The action is to design the road to match the speed limit. So, if the speed limit is 35, a road design should be
implemented to provide cues to the driver to drive 35. In the example, there are more items that would normally go with 25 in the
Jacobus example than the Shrewsbury example. So, the point is to make sure the design and speed limit match.
Damon Suskie:I think it would be best to just FIX THE DAMN ROADS
York County Planning Commission: Damon Suskie When you say fix the roads, you mean that we should only concentrate on the smoothness of the road and
nothing else. Please make sure you take the survey in the post to rank ASSET MANAGEMENT as your number one priority. Thank you
David Anderson: Traffic laws are rarely enforced. At least one vehicle goes through red at every traffic signal on every light change. 99% of drivers roll through stop signs.
Every day I see someone completely ignore a stop sign somewhere. 99% of us speed. I always drive 10 mph over the limit. Few drivers yield properly when entering limited
access roads. Far too many drivers are obviously looking at their cell phones while driving. I have seen two vehicles pulled over by police in the last three years. If laws
are not enforced they will not be followed by the majority of people.
York County Planning Commission: David Anderson - This is a list of some of the recommend actions in the GOYORK 2045 Plan. The 4th bullet point is about
enforcement, the item was not listed as High, it was listed as medium. The reason, the ongoing cost of enforcement is probably unrealistic without the use of
enforcement through technology. The High action listed in the post, is a larger investment, but it is one time implementation and enforces speed 24 hours a day by a
physical change. Based on your comment, would you support more traffic law enforcement as an action? If you didn't already, please take the survey at this
link. http://metroquestsurvey.com/aky69
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4.

5.

6.

Michael Mackley: Maybe speed isn't the problem? The point of a vehicle is to get you from point a to b faster than riding a horse or bicycle. If everyone is so petrified of
safety then we would all walk. Just what we need wasting more tax dollars for
people who drive reasonable. Bad behaviors wont change. You're only impacting
the rule followers.
York County Planning Commission: Michael Mackley -You are correct,
the vehicle is the faster option. A horse usually canters 10-17 15 mph. So, even
at 25mph it's still an increase from the horse What is the correct speed for
residential areas like York County Boroughs? Also, this is not only about the
vehicle moving, but the residents that live in our more dense Boroughs. Do you
live on a Main Street in a Borough or City? When you mention impacting people
who drive reasonably, are you referring to the cost only to design or modify the road......these efforts would be incorporated into future maintenance projects and
would not be stand-alone efforts? If the road is designed for the intended speed, the driver should not feel comfortable speeding which would not impact the reasonable
driver following the speed limit. However, most of our older roads are designed as straight as possible, the only cue the driver receives is the speed limit sign, which we
agree should be enough.
Bill Dunphy: Michael Mackley obviously you aren't aware of the children that have been hit by cars going too fast on these roads. We are not talking about being
petrified, we're talking about people's lives. Maybe I should have speed cameras in these areas to take care of people that have bad behaviors, if you want to speed
pay the fine. They are proven way to get people to slow down and pay attention on the roads that they are talking about
Neiko Cervantes: Doesn’t help when a-hole drivers pull out regardless of distance. Go on and thread needles so there is no leeway for adjustments to compensate. There’s
an entire method of driving for that.
York County Planning Commission: Neiko Cervantes Yes, that is a problem. Most of the time reduced speeds allow more decision time for all drivers.
Richard Hunsinger: Perhaps we should raise the speed limits, to be more in line with the current vehicle technology and engineering. Most of the speed limit standards
we use today, are left over from the 1970s. Automobiles have come a long way in safety and fuel mileage, since then.
York County Planning Commission: Richard Hunsinger - You are correct about the technology and the ability of the current vehicles. All the safety designs are
meant to protect people inside the car...not sure if fuel mileage is related to safety or just a comment supporting better technology. Many interstate speeds were
increased in the late 1990s and early 2000s on the interstates. The real concern with vehicle speed is when they interact with other users of the road not in a highly
designed metal bubble. Pedestrian and bicycle users are experiencing an increase in fatalities as vehicle passenger fatalities have been decreasing. Here is the number
of pedestrians and bicyclist killed by people driving cars. You Can check out the safety section of the plan here, it starts on page 60. https://www.ycpc.org/.../ChapterThree---Moving-Forward-PDF
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7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.
13.

Justin Kelley: Too many speeds for the same situation. There should be a unified standard. Towns should
be all 30mph. And 25 reserved for school zones. These mile long school zones at 15 are ridiculous. Some
of them are for nothing more than making it easier to leave the school parking lots.
York County Planning Commission: Justin Kelley Is that an action that you are
proposing....evaluation of the school zone speed limits and eliminate them if there are no walkers?
Would this be done based on each school year. Just thinking of a child that lives across the street from
the school, but maybe for only one year? Thank you for the comment, please make sure you take the
survey mentioned in the post.
Marc G Showen II: I think speed cameras would be a better solution in these tight city streets and make
sure you post that speed cameras are in use. Maryland uses them.
Jason Lutz: Marc G Showen II ... and don't advertise their presence before getting to it!
Marc G Showen II: Jason Lutz the ones I'm talking about are mounted in steel boxes and they do work cause my wife got busted by one in Hagerstown Md doing
5 over the limit. By law they would have to notify the public that they are in use. The way it works is the box takes a photo of your license plate and the the state mails
you the fine. But by law they have to post that speed is being enforced by speed cameras. It works and it takes law enforcement out of harms way by killing the critical
race theory that cops target americans of color. A person cant target a cop if its a box doing the speed trap.
Matt Grant: Fix the roads
York County Planning Commission: Which road would be on the top of your list to get repaved based on your travels?
Chris Scrivani: I’ve drive both streets in the example, often, and Jacobus is much more dangerous than Shrewsbury. The limits make no sense.
York County Planning Commission: Chris Scrivani - What is your reason for the statement that the 35 mph Jacobus section is more dangerous than the 25mph
Shrewsbury section?
Chris Scrivani: York County Planning Commission have you actually driven through both sections? Here’s the difference between studies/data and actuals.
Jacobus ALWAYS has cars parked on both sides of the street forcing traffic into a near ‘chicken’ scenario. You also have kids and adults popping out from between the
parked cars. That section of Shrewsbury has back and/or side alleys where people park off street. Let me take you for a ride sometime.
York County Planning Commission: Very familiar with the sections. We are trying to hear from the public....not tell the public. So, I didn't want to lead you to
answers. Our post is in agreement with you. Thank you and don't forget to take the survey in the post.
Jeff Keesee: Oh heck no. Come watch 74 S below Red Lion. Should be 35mph and not 45 especially in neighborhoods. Truckers especially speed . Construction, State, Oil
tankers all abuse speed limits.
York County Planning Commission: Jeff Keesee thank you, please make sure you take the survey by clicking on the link in the post.
Sue Hinman: The section of Rt 24 from approximately Chapel Church Road to the Red Lion borough line should be 35! People fly through that area going faster than 45.
And yes, I’m taking the survey and adding that comment!!
Marjorie Shenberger: The speed limits need changed to correspond with the technological advancements of the new vehicles built. 25 through town is to slow. I can and
do safely navigate town at 35 and most other drivers do also. It’s all about paying attention to the road and your surroundings.
York County Planning Commission: Marjorie Shenberger - Which technology aspect in new cars is the one that creates a more livable community for the
residents of the street getting in their cars parked along the road or pedestrians crossing the road?
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14. Chris Holmberg: Jacobus is horrible. I work in Jacobus and squeezing our work trucks thru the section above Rutter's is not fun. Coming up over the hill pulling trailers
with parked cars pushing you into the opposite lane is not fun. Road gets very narrow with cars parked on both sides. That section needs widened in the worst way!
York County Planning Commission: Chris Holmberg - Yes, this image shows what you are talking about, even the white car is on the double yellow line. So, based
on the action to have traffic calming and the two examples in this original post, if the road can not be widened, would your argument of crossing the yellow line indicate
that the speed limit should be lower in order to allow for oncoming traffic to respond to your need. This would allow for those less frequent but important larger vehicle
trips to navigate properly and safer without the cost to widen.
15. Mike Jansen: Threading needles= more broken mirrors
York County Planning Commission: Mike Jansen - In the traditional sense, parked cars do create a tightness that reduce speed. Personal property is not
intentionally designed into the process to reduce speed. Have you lost your mirror driving or parked?
Mike Jansen: York County Planning Commission I live in a small town and people are constantly getting mirrors destroyed. I have power folding mirrors and
have to use them quite often while I’m driving by parked cars
16. James Book: Its also a means for speed traps, Northern Regional, from station into Dover, 25 mpr, should be 35
York County Planning Commission: James Book - That's another good example of the inconsistency of the posted speed limits, the speed limit is 25, but there
are no sidewalks, no parking and the majority of houses are set back from the road where 25 is first posted. Headed from Northern Regional to Dover Borough
(Westbound), what road crossing would you switch from 40 to 35 and 35 to 25 and why?
James Book: York County Planning Commission what's the point of your response? It's a speed trap plain and simple. If the police are going to cite people for
traveling 1 mile over the posted speed limit then every one of them needs to be cited as well
Nate Li: York County Planning Commission I also agree that near fox run rd and canal that 25mph zone is uncalled for in that area I think it should remain 40
until you get into the town and not just pa but all us highways the speed limit is ridiculously low. When cars are able to safely travel 100 mph and easily why can’t we
just increase from 65 to at least 80
York County Planning Commission: James Book -The point of this post was discussing how the feel of the road relates to the posted speed limit......or doesn't.
You commented on a place where the 2 are not aligned. My question was whether there was any point you would convert the road to 25 or whether you think the
speed limit should be higher the entire way to the square in Dover.
York County Planning Commission: Nate Li -Thanks for the input on the Canal Road. Where does town start for you? Also, the interstates and US Highways is a
different issue, but thank you for the comments.
James Book: York County Planning Commission I have no problem with a 25 mph zone from Delwood road to the square, but should be increased to at least 3540 mph to Bull road
York County Planning Commission: James Book -I'm not familiar with when or why that speed limit was set. We will add this to our list and see if our Board
prioritizes this location. Thank you and make sure you take the survey in the post.
James Book: York County Planning Commission I'll believe it when I see it, it's a cash cow for Northern Regional so I won't hold my breath
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